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PREFACE
Praises and salutations are to the Prophet Muhammad
1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا, his family, companions and his followers till
the day of judgement.
Allah says: “Verily among his servants Ulamaa
(Scholars) are most fearful of him”. (Fatir/28)
The Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaid: we are an illiterate nation.
We do not know writing and calculating. (He opened his
hands by gesturing with his fingers three times and
said) months are like this, like this and like this (i.e. 30
days). Then he opened his hands again, but after the
second time he closed his fingers by keeping the hands
up, and said, months are like this, like this and like
this.(i.e. 29 days) (Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawood,
Nasaai)
This piece of work is rightly dedicated to the Mercy for
the Worlds, the Noblest of men and the Seal of the
Prophets, Mohammad Mustafa 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا. May Allah’s
blessings be upon him, his family, descendants and his
Companions.
Aameen.
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DEDICATION
It is only befitting that I dedicate this humble work to
the noble Prophet Mohammad 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اaddressed by
Allah  4" و0ْ3ُ ﺱas the “Unlettered” Prophet, yet, the
master of the most extensive knowledge, foretold in
previous scriptures, and the mercy for the worlds.
It is the Holy Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwho took the Arabs out
of the depths of ignorance and elevated them to
unprecedented heights of glory. The Arabs who buried
their daughters alive in pre Islamic days were now the
advocates of love and compassion. Allah took mercy on
them and accepted them as the best of all people. Their
Master was the greatest teacher of all, teaching not
only the highest form of morality but also the most
sublime acts of devotion to Allah  4" و0ْ3ُﺱ. One of these
acts of devotion is one with which this book is mainly
focused on i.e. Salat, the act of worship which connects
the devotee to his Maker, at least five times a day. The
Master performed the Salat perfectly and this is the
one practice of the Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اthat we should all
try to emulate so that we can please Allah  4" و0ْ3ُ ﺱand
gain nearness to him.
(Holy Qur'an, 21:107)
Oh Allah! Lord of this perfect call, and of the Salaah to
be offered presently, grant Mohammad  4" و0ْ3ُ ﺱthe way
of approach and rights of intercession, Eminence,
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distinction and highest class in paradise, and raise him
to the glorious position and rank you have promised
him (Maqamam Mahmooda), and afford us his
intercession on the Day of Judgement. Surely, you
never go back on your word or promise. Aameen.
(Holy Qur'an, 17:79)
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Chapter – 1 of 3
Thuboote Hilal and Fatawaa by Deobandis
Foreword:
# 5' 5  ﺱ1  و+ و4$  0#' و4 رب ا. 5'ا
3 ا1" 8 . ا53
All praise is due to Allah, the Rabb (Creator and Sustainer) of the
universe and it is from Him alone that we seek assistance. We
convey Benedictions and Greetings of Peace (Salaat and Salaam)
to our Guide and Master, Muhammad ibn Abdillah, the last and
final of all Prophets and Messengers.
Dear Respected Readers,
Assalaamu Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh
According to the Shari’ah, the month will be confirmed by seeing
the moon and in case of non-visibility; 30 days have to be
completed. This is the consent of the entire Ahle Sunnah Wal
Jamah.
Our main task by this book is to remind The Ahle Sunnah Wal
Jamaah about The Islamic principles for establish of Islamic
Months and what is the Prophet`s method for it by educating
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entire Muslims and bring them together on the path of
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا.
My humble thanks to the efforts made by Mufti Mohammed
Aslam Patel who translated This Chapter 1 `s fatawa of Deobadi
Muftiyae Kiram Urdoo to English, which you are reading now.
My sincere thanks and appreciation, for his sustained efforts and
dedicated commitment towards the completion of this
translation. May Allaah accept his most sincere intentions. I
pray to Allah Subhanahu Wata`aala to accept our effort and give
us all hidayat for Sirate Mustaquim. Aameen.
Maulvi Ya’qub Ahmad Miftahi
General Secretary
Date 10 Rajab1430/3 July 2009 Jumaah
Hizbul Ulama UK and
The Central Moon Sighting Committee, Great Britain
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The History of Astronomical Calculations
Astronomical calculation started in 431 BC at the hand of a man
called Meton. He was an astronomer as well as a philosopher. A
Palestinian Jew by the name of Rabbi Hallel 2nd in 358 CE
inserted this calculation in his religion. Later on Christians
accepted this formula in their religion.
Islam started at 610 CE. When Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اtook migration
to Madinah at 622 CE, this is the time fasting became obligatory
for Muslims. The Jews, who were living in Madinah, were experts
in astronomical calculation. Despite that Prophet 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا
ordered the Muslims to keep the fast by sighting the moon. If the
moon is not visible on 29th day then 30 days must be completed.
After the blessed era of Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اand his companions
nd
0 . ا9 رtowards the 2
century Abbasside Caliphs and Shi’a
started using the astronomical calculation in the office and in
religion. Lots of Greeks books were translated in to Arabic. In
Fatimid dynasty when Hakim Bi-Amrilla became the caliph, he
issued many defrant official orders against to all Egyptians
including Sunnis in 393 AH ,Specialy for Sunnis that“no one will
start the Ramadan by seeing the moon, neither will anyone be
allowed to end the Ramadan on the basis of moon sighting.
Everyone is bound to obey the astronomical calculation.” He
even banned the Taraweeh Salaah. Protests of Sunnis grew so
intense that in 397AH he was forced to lift the order.
Commentator of Bukhari Ibn Hajar rejected the idea of
astronomical calculation for moon sighting and said it is a Shi’a
ideology. It is Mu’tazila and Kharijis idea too; a dangerous snake
emerged in front of us.
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The Jeudo Christian Lunar Calendar, Islam and
the Messenger 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا
When the era of the final Messenger 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اcommenced in
610 CE we find that he expressed that he has come to do away
with all the previous practices based on ignorance such that by
the command of Allah, Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اdid away with
most of the laws that were found in the previous scriptures. In
one Hadith Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اis reported to have
mentioned:
:9 ;<ا ﺡ8  د$@راع ﺡ# ; وذرا3B# ;ا3C 1D3  !@ ﺱ ا43$$
(1   رى وM3 اN'؟ )رواG  رى  ل+د واJ ا.  ! رﺱل ا, 1'ه$43"E
You will definitely follow the practices of those who passed
before you to the finest detail so much so that if they entered the
hole of a lizard you will do likewise. It was asked, ‘O Rasoolullah
1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اare you referring to the Jews and Christians?’ and he
replied saying, ‘Who else!’ (Bukhari and Muslim)
This means that the Muslims will break the laws of Islam by
adopting the way of the religious calendar of the Jews and the
Christians.
It is not a secret to the Scholars of Islam that only those practices
of the People of the Scriptures can be adopted which were
upheld by Islam. Whichever practices were not upheld by Islam
will be rejected and from among the rejected practices is the
new-moon theory of astronomy and the calculations.
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Since the advent of Islam up to this present age the Muslims
especially in the Jazirat-ul-Arab and the Deobandi and Barelwi
Ulama of the Indian Sub-continent (Indo-Pak & Bangladesh) have
maintained this practice as well as issued their verdicts on the
fact that the new-moon theory cannot be used to establish the
sighting of the new moon nor can it be used to cross-examine
any witnesses to the sighting of the moon (readers can see The
Fatawaa of Ahle Sunnah Wal Jamaah, specifically from the
Deobandi and Barelvi Scholars in this book).

Present Century and Latest Research
Those who are using all the strength of their Faith on astronomy
should take note that even today there is no shortage of proof
and evidence on such theories not being categorical. Due to the
advance and progress of the electronic media as well
experiments, testimonies and discussions being broadened the
positive picture of Shari’ah being portrayed in opposition to the
new-moon theory and hypothetical calculations on the presence
or absence of the moon is not only an additional guide to the
non-Muslim experts but also for the Muslim astronomers as will
be mentioned later.
Professor Muhammad Ilyas writes the following: ‘Despite the
advance and progress made during this age there has been no
progress in relation to the sighting of the moon despite 1000
years having passed since Berooni presented his research.’ By
man having reached the moon people have regarded the seeing
of an object from the earth and the calculation on reaching it as
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being effective in sighting the moon whereas that is not so (The
Islamic Calendars, Times and Qiblah’ by Professor Muhammad
Ilyas).
Nevertheless, since theories keep changing and the theories of
the past as well as those of the recent past which were portrayed
as categorical have changed many times and there is no
guarantee that whatever theories are being regarded as definite
today will not change in the future. For example, Andre Danjon
to whom Professor Ilyas made reference in his book under the
observation of Al-Berooni whereby there is a hypothetical
meeting of the sun and moon (conjunction) then despite the sun
and moon being lined up absolutely straight there is a gap, in
actual reality, between them. No true astronomer will deny this
fact. Where he has accepted the central point of the new moon
he has also stated the possibility of sighting the moon when the
two are at a distance of 7° from each other. It is on the basis of
this that, for the last four decades, the astronomers and the
Greenwich Observatory of London has been refuting testimonies
by those who physically sighted the moon.
However since the means of communication have become more
common and Muslims have in general searched for the moon on
the evening after the 29th day of a lunar month in conformance
to the 14 century old Sunnah practice and have repeatedly
sighted the moon at the time of hypothetical conjunction, as well
as before and after it and even before the stipulated viewing
time this has resulted in heavy criticism from the astronomers
but the access to communication has brought forth new
revelations in astronomy which are open to everyone:
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1) The principle coined by Andre Danjon (1920 CE) of the moon
being visible at an elongation of 7° which the Greenwich
Observatory has ever since adopted has changed.
2) Jim Stamm sighted the moon in the US on 11 October 2007
which many would term impossible.
3) A German, Dr. Joachim and his team saw the moon at 1 pm on
23 September 2006 (though with a telescope) whereas sighting
of this new moon was regarded as not possible.
4) The expert in astronomy, Professor Sultan clearly stated that
the crescent could actually be seen at some conjunctions. There
is no hard limit, and definitely not the ‘Danjon Limit’.
5) An expert non-Muslim astronomer, Martin Elsässer has stated
exactly the same thing by stating that it may be possible to sight
the moon at new moon conjunction particularly when the angle
is at its greatest.
(6) All experts in astronomy understand this phenomenon but
those who would like Muslims to adhere to scientific principles
ignore the finer points of science and try and get away with
generalisations until professionals like Martin Elsasser, Jim
Stamm, Dr Schaefer and Dr Sultan point out the finer details to
the novices and amateurs within the field.
(7) Jim Stamm, Martin Elsasser and others agree that the ‘Danjon
Limit’ is being used improperly. (See more information about all these
widely in our website www.hizbululama.org.uk)
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The New-Moon theory & the logic
The New-Moon theory is based on the logic that at the time of
conjunction the sun and moon are directly in line with the sun
thereby no light falls on the crescent. This is far from the truth.
The phenomena where the three planetary objects are in a
straight line only occur occasionally and are referred to as an
eclipse. Hence, experts including Martin Elsasser tell us that
instead of the moon being directly in front of the sun it is slightly
away from it to an angle of up to 5° at the occurrence of every
new moon except during an eclipse. According to the theory of
astronomy regarding the new moon the light of the sun will
definitely fall on the moon to the extent of the conjunction, due
to which there is a possibility of the moon becoming visible.
It has been established that in the recent past as well as the last
few decades experts in astronomy have deduced formulae based
on the possibility of sighting the moon according to theoretical
calculations ranging respectively between 12°, 11°, 10-10.5°, 9°,
7-7.5°, 14.6° and 5°. This difference is clear proof and indication
that these calculations are not categorical and definite. Thus just
as it is a futile exercise to go about trying to prove the new-moon
theory as false using the experiences, common sightings and
claims of sightings by Muslims compared to the occasional
experiments of experts. Martin Elsasser has clearly said that
placing such limits on visibility and ignoring the experience of the
observer and visibility conditions is not appropriate in all
circumstances as they provide a general guide only.
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Theories are not definite and continually
revised
As you have read expert`s varied opinions before, a similar
discussion took place on ICOP about the phenomenon of
conjunction and Martin Elsasser’s response is interesting. Martin
refers to conjunction as not one of a ‘magical moment’ where
something happens in an instant.
Martin says it is something that needs further experimentation
which may lead to expanding the current limits. Martins imaging
experiments demonstrate that there can indeed be a crescent
during conjunction depending on the elongation. Martin will be
carrying out further intensive experiments to see if current
visibility limits can be expanded and we keenly await the results.
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D. McNally`s Opinion (The Observatory Director) on
the Principle of Islam
The following is from a letter dated 18 January 1994 by D.
McNally (Director of the University of London Observatory) in
response to a query made by Hizbul Ulama UK (The Society of
Muslim Scholars in UK);
Dear Mr Miftahi, Thank you for your letter of 13 January.
The reference to conflict with the Koran (Qur’aan) simply refers
to an interpretation of the Koran (Qur’aan) that everything
must be established by observation and not by theory. Very
clearly if theory were permitted, it would be simple matter to
relate the beginning of the month to the instant of conjunction
between the Moon and the Sun.
This instant of conjunction is only determinable by theory, albeit
theory derived on observation of the Moon. This would be a
simple, straightforward and tidy way to handle the problem. My
letter merely referred to the fact that it appeared that this was
not acceptable to very large sectors of Islam.
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Prophet`s Shari`ah, the main reason why
people follow Saudi moon sighting decision
Everyone is aware of the fact that in Saudi Arabian Government
does not interfere in religious matter and Ulamas are
independent in their decision. Everyone knows that Saudi follows
execute practice of Islam`s Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اthe unconditioned
moon sighting with theory of new moon and it`s visibility
conditions. The Supreme Judicial council of Saudi (by law every
member of the council must be an Islamic Scholar) had a
meeting chaired by Chief Justice and prominent Aalim Sheikh AlLaheedan regarding moon sighting. After a long discussion they
declared “Islamic law does not accept the new moon formula,
which is based on astronomical calculation. If anyone on Islamic
point of view doubt about our moon sighting process for the
fasting and the Eid celebration, it is his own weakness. We
maintain the sighting procedure based on Prophet’s 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا
method, e.g. to see the moon on 29th and in case of non visibility
we complete the 30th day.
There are many examples of Moon sightings by Muslims, but
those who conditions theoretical calculated new moon and it`s
visibility to sight the Islamic new moon, didn`t accept the Islamic
witnesses such as witnesses from Darul Uloom Leicester, the
Ulamas’ stature and academia, theirs and other`s testimony for
moon sighting of Jumada Al Awwal 1430 on the eve 0f wed 25th
April 2009 would not be accepted even though moon was
sighted too with binoculars & telescope by Muslims and none
Muslims.
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Similarly those who rely on theoretical new moon calculations
and use it to determine visibility to sight the Islamic new moon
didn`t accept the witness for Jumadiul Thani9 1430, which was
sighted in Saudi Arabia and declared by Saudi High court as first
moon of J. Thani. It was sighted on the eve of Sunday 24th may
2009 which wss predicted to be impossible to sight by
calculations.
Clearly, time and again, any real testimony did not and will not fit
within their agenda. Muslims particularly Ulama need to take
care from being used as a tool against Islam.
However, it was an open experience by the announcement of
Saudi High Court for Jumada Thani 1430, even though it was
predicted impossible to sight on that evening using calculations.
This proved that there is nothing changes in The Islamic Principle
for moon sighting
after many changes in the Office
managements in near past there.
May Allah guide us and strengthen our faith. Aameen.
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A-Fatwaa of Shaikh Bin Baaz

ر  ا

(Issued to Moulana Suhaib Hasan, Ameer of Jami’ ate Ahlul Hadith)
. ا0QG ر وRS ا53   ﺡ:J ﺹTB;م اD';ة اخ اW ز إ ﺡ# # . ا53 # P!P4 ا53 
54# و0" ;آ# و. ورﺡ' ا1D مY ا
 ﺡل...  نW; رJC ء5# 5  [!;# G ' ' ا# \ف ا@ى وYM' اW$' ا1D# $وﺹ آ
 آ ذ آ ن0'bاP QQ دة  ﺡG_ ا1D3`ل وYJع رؤ! ا9 G D'' اG ' ا< رى4ا
Q# [' ;ؤ! ا# 5JB! ' Pم ﺝاﺉ5Q" !د4 ى أن ا$R ا: أ دى ﺹ ﺡ... 1آ5G وا. 4
1J# G !@ ا#@اD ه  آ@ب ا# +  ا0  أﺱ سE ` # eC @اJG .54 ا;ﺱ' ا1!Q$
D'' اG ;JBل ا8 ت د3h إG ' د$_ وا.f`  ة ل آ54# J أو  ﺝ.!د4  اD اb
5'$4  ا'@آر1!Q$ن اiG ى$R ا: ﺹ ﺡ0 ر إC ا@ى ا54 ا1!Q$ اQ# [ E !ت ا;ؤ3h  ه
 ر3$Eن اiG ! ;ؤ0$R M ل+ ﺡ5و و5 # Q4$' ار ا;ﺱ' اj3W DG  ت#  ﺡ
T اRM" E رةJB ;ةk  ذ آ0k وا0# E ! ;ؤ#

 ز# # . ا53 P!P4 ا53
YﺱEث ا3 م _دارة ا4 اlا;ﺉ

The claim that a prize is offered to the person who comes forth
first with a sighting of the moon in conformance to the forecast
of the common calendar is incorrect and rather a lie from the lies
of those who are jealous of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The
start of a month in the Kingdom is based on the physical sighting
of the moon and not on the forecast because those are based on
astronomy-generated calculations used for administrative
purposes only and when these calculations are in conflict with the
physical sighting of the moon then the sighting is considered and
not the forecast of the Ummul Quraa calendar. There are many
examples to prove this…
Abdul Aziz Bin Abdullah Bin Baaz (Darul Ifta Riyadh, K. Saudi Arabiyah)
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The opinions of the Deobandi Ulama and the
Muftiyan-e-Kiram

B-Fatawaa by Deobandi Mufti Scholers
We sent the following question with five pages of highlighted
information from my book `Sharea Thuboote Hilal, Tareekhe
Falakiyyate & Jadid Tahquique`. We have here only the main
question to save time, however this book is already on our web
site namely:
“Hilal Judgment on Moon Sighting According to Shari’ah, the
History of Astronomy & the Latest Research.”

Question:
Dear Respected Mufti ...................................Esq,
Assalaamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakaatuh
Please answer the following questions. It will be a great pleasure
for us. Please answer the following questions. It will be a great
pleasure for us.
Can the new-moon theory of the Metone Jewish and Christian
Lunar calendar be used in Shari’ah to prove or negate any
sighting of the moon?
Will it be acceptable to use such a theory or astronomy based
calculations as a guide whereby it results in rejecting of the texts
of Qur’aan and Sunnah? Please answer the questions. It will be a
great pleasure for us. Hope you keeping well. Remember us in
your virtuous Duas.
Maulvi Ya`aqub Ahmed Miftahi
G.Secratory HizbulUlamaUK & CMSC
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(1) Daarul Ifta Darul Uloom Deoband
Having studied the solar and lunar calendar as well as the causes
for changes in them and thereafter repeatedly studying the
Metone Jewish and Christian new-moon theory it has been
concluded that such calculations of astronomy cannot be used as
proof in Shari’ah and they cannot be used as a guide as well. The
rulings of Shari’ah are based on clear-cut and definite principles
whereas the hypothetical new-moon calculations are not definite
thus no ruling of Shari’ah will be based on it.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Head of Darul Ifta)
(Mufti) Habeebur Rahman
Mufti Daarul Uloom Deoband
17 Rabee’ul Awwal 1430
Answer Confirmed as Correct
(Mufti) Zainul Islam Qasmi (Vice)
(Mufti) Mahmood Hasan Bulandshahri
(Mufti) Waqaar Ali
(Mufti) Fakhrul Islam

(2) Daarul Iftaa Imaarate Shareayyah Phulwari Sharif,
Patna– Bihaar
From the narrations of Hadith we establish that Fasting and Eid
are based on the physical sighting of the new-moon which is
established by testimony in accordance to the principles of
testimony outlined by Shari’ah and the opinion of astronomers is
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not considered in this regard even though they may be
religiously upright. It is the consensus of Imaam Abu Hanifah,
Imaam Maalik and Imaam Ahmad bin Hambal as well as the
general body of Jurists (Fuqahaa) . ا1J' رﺡthat Fasting and having
Eid on the basis of astronomy based calculations in not correct.
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اhas excluded such calculations from being
acceptable as proof in Shari’ah by the Hadith in which he stated
that we are an illiterate nation who do not write or count thus
the decision pertaining to the new-moon being sighted as well as
starting and ending the Fasting month will be only based on a
testimony acceptable to Shari’ah. The new-moon theory will not
be considered and neither can it be used as a guide as well.
(٣٤٧ ص١ ج1 ) 0$![;وا ;ؤG وأ0$!ﺹا ;ؤ
Begin and end your Fasting month with the sighting of the newmoon.
hYh 0 روا5 G 1D 'bن أiG N ";و$[;وا ﺡR" Eل وYJ ";وا ا$ا ﺡ+" E
( داؤد# وأ٣٤٧ ص١ ج1 ) (hYh وا54G ! رواG)و
Do not begin or end your Fasting month until you sight the newmoon and the new-moon is hidden from you (due to cloud cover
etc) then complete the month with thirty days. (Muslim
Vol.1/Pg.347)
  ول أوا3 اهG  و ل:  @هEو5  و$'ل اQ# ;ة3 Eو
لQ# مP! YG ;J اGم  ا س و+ وﺝب اG  أى:'ﺝ# l $ا
 إن.... t+ اG Eو5  ا ' ء  آ@ا وإن آ اG نD! لYJ أى ا0 أ$'ا
;JB ا:  E و:$D E   أ أ0Q# D # N S أ#  ا ب5'$4! 1  رعBا
(٣٥٥-٣٥٤ ص٣ ر ج$' )رد ا... @اD@ا وهDه
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The opinion of astronomers is not accepted even though they
are religiously upright and in Al-Wahbaaniyyah it is stated that
the opinion of astronomers is not binding and this is in relation
to Fasting. In An-Nahr it is mentioned that the opinion of
astronomers does not necessitate that the moon will appear in
the sky on a certain night. This is despite the astronomers being
religiously upright as is mentioned to be the correct opinion of
the Math-hab. Shari’ah has not given consideration to the
opinions of astronomers but has rather refuted it by the words of
the Hadith that states that we are an illiterate nation who does
not write or count. (Raddul Muhtaar Vol.3/Pg.354-355)
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
Mufti Muhammad
Daarul Iftaa Imaarate Shar’iyyah
Bihaar-India 29 Jumaadal Ulaa 1430 / 24 December 2009

(3) Darul Ifta Nadwatul Ulamaa Lukhnow, India
The system of having a calendar did exist during the time of
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwhereby the Jews used to use one.
Despite this, the verbal as well as physical practice of Rasoolullah
1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اboth prove that only the physical sighting of the moon
is a reliable indication to the ending of a month. His statements
would rather serve as a rejection of astronomy based
calculations whereby he said:
0$![;وا ;ؤG وا0$!ﺹا ;ؤ
Begin and end your Fasting with the sighting of the moon,
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@اD@ا وهD; هJB@ واD@ وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D E إ أ أ
We are an illiterate nation. We do not know how to write or
count. A month will have either 29 or 30 days.
All the other related Ahaadith prove that the moon should be
physically sighted without depending on calculations of any sort.
Thus only the physical sighting of the moon will be acceptable
and not the use of a calendar system.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Masuood Hasan Hasani
Answer Confirmed as Correct
(Mufti) Niyaz Ahmed Nadvi

Daarul Iftaa
Nadwatul Ulamaa Lukhnow
17 Rabee’ul Awwal 1430

(4) Darul Ifta Madresah Mazahirul Uloom
Saharanpur, India
Astronomy and its theories are not acceptable at all with regards
to the sighting of the moon and this is a unanimously accepted
fact.
The blessed statement of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اin this regard is:
:$D E إ أ أ
We are an illiterate nation. We do not know how to write or
count.
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This means that we do not even know how to write and count let
alone base the starting and end of a month on such writing and
counting. Mullah Ali Qaari . ا0' رﺡand Allaamah Shaami . ا0'رﺡ
have both mentioned the consensus of Scholars on the fact that
the opinion of astronomers is not accepted. (Mirqaatul
Mafaateeh Vol.4/Pg.246 and Shaami Vol.2/Pg.92)
According to the explicit rulings of the Qur’aan and Hadith the
basis upon which the start and end of a month depends is the
physical sighting of the moon. Thus if the moon is sighted and
truly established in accordance to this principle of Shari’ah then
the start or end of the month will be established regardless of
whether such a sighting was possible or not according to the
theories and calculations of astronomy. Likewise if the moon has
not been physically sighted on the after the 29th day of an Islamic
month the end of that month will not be established even
though the theories or calculations of astronomy indicate that it
should have been sighted.
As far as using such theories and calculations of astronomy as a
guide only, Shari’ah still regards it as undesirable. Shari’ah has
expressed dislike for emulating other nations or using their
inventions without necessity. Once Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaw a
certain person holding a Persian bow and prevented him from
using it because there was an equally effective Muslim-made
bow available.
#;  س1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ ا. رﺱل ا5#   آ:  ل0 . ا9  ر
9 ور ح أرJ ه3C وأN@J# 1D وJQ أN@  ه:  ل.  رﺱG  سN5# Y;أى رﺝG
(٢٣٨ة صDB) 0  ﺡ# اNد رواY3 اG 1D ّD'!! و5 اG J# 1D . ا5!&! JiG
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So, since the start and end of a month is based on the physical
sighting of the moon and not on astronomy based calculations, it
will thus be against the grain of Shari’ah to use such calculations
regardless of whether it is for further satisfaction or to support
the testimony of someone who sighted the moon.
For the purpose of further satisfaction to the heart on a
particular sighting of the moon Shari’ah has stipulated that in the
event of the sky being clear it is necessary for a large group of
people to have sighted the moon and in the event that the sky it
overcast (cloudy), or hazy then it is necessary that the moon
should have been sighted by at least two religiously upright men
or one man and two women who are all religiously upright.
Besides this, Shari’ah does not see the need to adopt any other
means to attain satisfaction regarding the sighting of the moon.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Muhammad Taahir
Mazaahirul Uloom, Saharanpur
22 Safar 1430
Answer Confirmed as Correct
(Mufti) Maqsood
22.2.1430
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(5) Jameaah Qaasimiyyah Arabia Kharod,
Gujarat, India

If it is established that the Ulamaa and Research Scholars are not
unanimous on the fact that the new-moon theory is not reliable
then at least this much is certain that the majority of the Ummah
are of the opinion that it is not reliable and whatever ruling is
contrary to what the majority of the Ummah state will be
regarded as unreliable and contrary to precaution. It will never
be regarded as correct for anyone to persist on the matter and
use such a theory to term a ruling that conforms to opinion of
the majority of the Ummah as incorrect.
Allaamah Ibn Aabideen Shaami . ا0' رﺡhas added an entire
article on this subject in his booklet, ‘Tambeehul Wasnaan’ in
which he has included the rulings of all four Mathaahib on this
subject. He writes:
The texts of Hanafi books as well as others unanimously state
that the start of the month of Ramadhaan will only be
established by the sighting of the moon or by the month of
Sha’baan ending with 30 days… thus the forecast of astronomers
indicating the date when the moon will be born will not be
considered even though such an astronomer is religiously upright
and reliable. This is the correct opinion of the Hanafi Mathab.
The students and followers of Imaam Abu Hanifah . ا0' رﺡare
unanimous on this fact with the exception of some odd
individuals. (Rasaail Ibn Aabideen Vol.1/Pg.225)
Thereafter Allaamah Shaami . ا0' رﺡquotes the opinions of
Shaafi’, Maaliki and Hambali scholars which all conform to what
has just been mentioned. (Rasaail Ibn Aabideen Vol.1/Pg.227)
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Thus the new-moon theory cannot be used to any degree for
proving or negating any sighting of the moon even if it is used
simply as a guide. (This is the preferred ruling on this matter.)
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Shabbir Ahmed Devlavi
Al Mujib Musibe; (Mufti) Arif Kanjravi
Khaadim Jaami’ah Qasmiyah
Kharod
15 February 2009

(6) Madresah Jaami’ah Nazeeriyyah Kaakosi,
Mehsana, Gujarat, India
According to Shari’ah it is not permissible to accept the Jewish or
Christian Lunar calendar (which is based on calculations of
astronomy). It is also not permissible to use it as a guide if it
results in rejecting of the statutory texts of Shari’ah (Nass).
Mufti Rashid Ahmad Ludhyanwi Saahib . ا0' رﺡhas written in one
of his Fatawaa: ‘According to Shari’ah it is not permissible to use
the calculations of astronomy to determine the new moon. The
whole Muslim Ummah is unanimous on this matter.’ (Fathul
Baari commentary on Saheeh Bukhari Vol.4/Pg.109 and Umdatul
Qaari Vol.10/Pg.287)
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اhas instructed that the beginning and end
of Ramadhaan should be based on the physical sighting of the
moon:
0$![;وا ;ؤG وا0$!ﺹا ;ؤ
Begin and end your Fasting with the sighting of the moon
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If there was scope to adopt the calculations of astronomy he
would have instructed us to seek the opinion of astronomers
rather than tell us to sight the moon physically especially
considering the fact that such calculations entail many aspects of
convenience such as:
1. It saves us from the efforts and difficulties of physically
searching for the moon.
2. It would save us from differences and disputes.
3. It would make it easy to fix the dates of future events etc.
Despite all these apparent benefits Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اmade
it conditional that the moon must be physically sighted. The
wisdom behind this is that rather than the activities and worship
of the general masses of Muslims being subject to the opinions
and decisions of only a few individuals it will be based on the
sighting of the general Muslim public.
This will result in their acts of worship being offered with proper
insight rather than based on the blind following of certain
individuals or becoming mentally enslaved to them since they
will now not have the notion of their acts of worship and other
affairs being at the mercy of such people. (Ahsanul Fatawaa
Vol.4/Pg.482)
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Aadam Palanpuri
Madrasah Nazeeriyyah
Kaakosi
29 Muharram 1430 AH
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(7) Daarul Ifta Daarul Uloom Bharuch Kantharia,
Gujarat, India
Answer:
Ramadhaan and Eid are both based upon the physical sighting of
the moon.
A Hadith states:
٢  رى جM3 )ا0 روا5 G 1D 1b نiG N ";و$[;وا ﺡR" E وN ";و$ا ﺡ+" E
(٣٧٤ ص١ ج1  ٢٥٦ص
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaid: Do not begin Fasting until you sight
the moon (for Ramadhaan) and do not end your Fasting until you
sight the moon (for Shawwaal).
If the sky is overcast (cloudy) or dusty due to which you cannot
sight the moon then complete the month with thirty days.
(Bukhari Vol.2/Pg.256 and Muslim Vol.1/Pg.374)
Another narration states:
hYh ة54{آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG N ";و$ا ﺡ+" YG  ;ونB; " \ وJBا
(٢٥٦ ص٢  رى جM3)ا
A month definitely has twenty-nine nights so do not Fast until
you sight the moon for Ramadhaan. If the moon cannot be seen
due to clouds, haze or dust then complete the month of
Sha’baan with thirty days. (Bukhari Vol.2/Pg.256)
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From the two above-mentioned Ahaadith it is established that
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اbased the start of a month on the physical
sighting of the moon, and not on the condition that the moon
must be present on the horizon or on the condition that sighting
of the moon should be logically or theoretically possible. That is
why he mentions that if there is some obstruction (clouds or
dust) due to which the moon cannot be sighted on the evening
after the 29th day of the month then the current month should
be completed with thirty days and thereafter the new month
should commence.
The late Grand Mufti of Pakistan, Mufti Muhammad Shafee’
Saahib . ا0' رﺡhas written that the two above-mentioned Ahaadith
have been recorded in all the other authentic books of Hadith
and none of the Scholars of Hadith have been critical regarding
these two Ahaadith, and both mention the fact that the start of
Ramadhaan and Eid is based on the physical sighting of the
moon.
The word Ru’yah is a famous word of the Arabic language which
gives the meaning of seeing something physically with the eyes.
If any other meaning is taken or understood then such a meaning
will not be the real meaning but rather the figurative meaning.
Thus, the objective of the above-mentioned Ahaadith is that all
those laws of Shari’ah that are based on the sighting of the moon
will necessitate that the moon must be physically sighted by the
people. It is thus established that these laws are not based on
whether the moon is present on the horizon or not such that if
the moon, in fact, present on the horizon but it cannot be
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sighted for some reason then these laws of Shari’ah will not
consider the presence of the moon on the horizon in such a case.
This meaning derived from the above-mentioned Ahaadith is
further explained in the last sentence of either Hadith whereby it
is stated that if the moon cannot be physically seen with the eyes
then you are not expected to determine the presence or birth of
the moon by the way theoretical calculations, or observatory
instruments. Rather the Ahaadith instruct us to complete the
current month with thirty days in such a case.
Moulana Muhammad Burhaanud Deen Sambhali Saahib, a
lecturer at Nadwatul Ulamaa Lucknow has written in one of his
articles:
The words of these Ahaadith do not portray any other meaning
besides the fact that if the moon is present on the horizon but
cannot be physically seen with the eye due to clouds, dust or any
other obstruction then the ruling of Shari’ah is that the current
month should be completed with thirty days. From this it
becomes absolutely clear that the start and end of any month
according to Shari’ah is based on the physical sighting of the
moon and not on the fact that the moon is present on the
horizon or whether it is possible to sight the moon or not. This
further establishes that the theoretical calculations of astronomy
or the sighting of the new-moon observed with the aid of
observatory instruments cannot make up the basis of the laws of
Shari’ah.
This is because the most that can be established by the use of
such instruments or theories is the possibility of sighting the
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new-moon or determining the birth of the new-moon. What
actually occurs is that at the end of its cycle, the moon comes
directly in line with the sun (which is known as a conjunction)
due to which the moon cannot be seen. This lasts for only two or
three minutes after which they slowly start separating again and
the moon becomes visible after approximately twenty hours. It is
clear that according to Shari’ah the stages of the moon from its
birth until it can be physically seen by the eye are not acceptable
although it is present on the horizon. Once it can be physically
seen with the eye it then becomes the basis upon which laws of
Shari’ah are applicable.
Even though the above-mentioned Ahaadith very clearly indicate
that after adopting the process mentioned in both Ahaadith
there is no need for any further supporting proof to confirm
whether the month has ended or not, a text from Raddul
Muhtaar of Allaamah Ibn Aabideen Shaami . ا0' رﺡis thus quoted:
 ن ن ذWل ر8 دG ' د  ل أه ا<م$_م ا5   ' ﺉ0# ﺹ;ح
لYJ ا5" و, !!| ﺹا ;ؤ5 لYJ;ؤ! ا# f4 م+  أن وﺝب ا3
 إذاD J R#  وه وإن آ  ﺹDG 5  ا# !  ا;ؤ3 l
 اﺝبf  رعB وا,  !;ىE 5ل وYJ اJG  !;ى5QG   آ@اG 0"دEآ  و
٢ و ج5#!'  د4 3$D ٢٨٩ ص١ ر ج$'دة )رد اE  اE ! ا;ؤ
(:$D دار ا3$D ١٠٠ص
Our Ulamaa has clearly stated that the opinion of astronomers is
not reliable with regards to the start of Ramadhaan because the
compulsion of Fasting is based on the physical sighting of the
moon which is established from the Hadith which instructs us to
begin and end the Fasting month with the sighting of the moon.
The birth of the moon is not based on physical sighting but
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rather on principles of astronomy which, even though may be
correct in their own right, results in the sometimes not being
sighted on the night in which it was born and Shari’ah has based
the compulsion of Fasting on physically sighting the moon and
not on its birth. (Raddul Muhtaar Vol.1/Pg.289 Maktabah
Nu’maaniyyah Deoband and Vol.2/Pg.100 Maktaba Daarul
Kutub)
According to the vast majority of Ulamaa it is in conflict with the
Ahaadith to base the sighting of the moon on calculated theories
of astronomy. One Hadith states:
@اD@ا وهD; هJB@ واD@ وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D E إ أ أ
We are an illiterate nation. We do not know how to write or
count.
Allaamah Teebi . ا0' رﺡoffers the following commentary on this
Hadith:
 أه ا<  ); ة0 ' ب وا ب آ$D إ اE ;JB اG;4 G  ء+Q$إن ا_ﺱ
(٢٤٤ ص٤ جt" R'ا
Determining of the months is not based on calculations and
theories as the astronomers may think. (Mirqaat Vol.4/Pg.244)
(٩٢ ص٢ ر ج$M'ر ا5 )اt+ ا:  @هEو5  و$'ل اQ# ;ة3 Eو
 !<زEﺝ' ع" وE #" 1J ;3$4! E ;اج4' اG # م  ا س+ وﺝب اG أى
نD! لYJ أى ا0 أ$'ل اQ# مP! YG ;J اG و0 R  ب# '4!  أن1<'
D3   م ا.  حW!E اG ' آt+ اG Eو5  ا ' ء  آ@ا وإن آ اG
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;حC G 0k وJ$ ا4[  ن ا ب1J ' د$ إ ا0G  "{  ل4G Bا
G ; ﺡ<; وا# ا1J 03;وا أه @ه8{$ N ردD3  ا0     3اه
(٩٢ ص٢ ر ج$' ج )ا;د اJ';ح اC
The opinion of astronomers is not considered even though they
are religiously upright according to the correct opinion of the
Math-hab. (Durrul Mukhtaar Vol.2/Pg.92) Meaning that their
opinion will not be considered with regards to the
commencement of Fasting and in Al Mi’raaj it is mentioned that
there is consensus on their opinion not being accepted and it is
not permissible for them to adopt their own calculations or
practice upon them. In An-Nahr it is mentioned that the opinion
of astronomers does not necessitate that the moon will appear
in the sky on a certain night. This is despite the astronomers
being religiously upright as is mentioned to be the correct
opinion of the Math-hab in Al-Iedhaah. Imaam Subki As-Shaafi’
. ا0' رﺡhas indicated in one of his writings that the opinion of
astronomers can be relied upon because their calculations are
definite. A similar opinion is mentioned in Sharhul Wahbaaniyyah
to which I respond that what Imaam Subki . ا0' رﺡhas stated has
been refuted by Scholars of his own Math-hab such as Haafiz Ibn
Hajr . ا0' رﺡand Ar-Ramli . ا0' رﺡin Al-Minhaaj. (Raddul Muhtaar
Vol.2/Pg.92)
The final say in determining the start or end of a month does not
lie with the astronomers. Mullah Ali Qaari . ا0' رﺡmentions this
fact in the following text:
لYJ;ؤ! ا# f4$! J' # $! وﺱ5  هl  ا'<'نN د$4!   '4إن ا
(٢٤٤ ص٢ ); ة جhYh ;! و;ةB و4 "  ;ةN ;اiG
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It is not from the teachings of Islam to adopt the practice of the
astronomers. The new moon is rather established by physically
sighting the crescent, so we sometimes sight it after twenty-nine
days and sometimes after thirty days. (Mirqaat Vol.4/Pg.244)
The following text is quoted from Al-Fiqhu ‘Alaa Mathaahibil
Arba’:
  E و1J م+ ا:<! YG '<'ل اQ# ;ة3 E ؟1<'; ل ا3$4! ه
ل أوYJا وه رؤ! ا5#; أS$" E $# h م  إ رة+ اf  رعB ن ا1JQ# fhو
iG Q ر5  ا3  إن آ نJG '<' أ ل ا. ! hYh ة54إآ' ل ا
 hYh  اﺡ ن وه@ا ه رأى:b أG 1Jف راﺉY$8 ا5# j3W ;b N;ا
E و05  ﺹf وﺡ0 R f ﺡG 1<'; ل ا3$4!   ا1JiG 4G B  ا8اﺉ' و
t  ا;اﺝ0Q# م  'م ا س+ ا:<!
The opinion of astronomers is not reliable so Fasting will not be
compulsory on them nor on those who accept their opinion as
reliable because Shari’ah has based the start of Fasting on such a
firmly established sign that will never change and that is the
physical sighting of the moon or the completion of a month with
thirty days. As for the opinion of astronomers, even though it is
based upon intricate principles we find that it is not consistent
and this is proven by them differing in their opinions in most
cases. This is the opinion of the three of the four Imaams of Fiqh
(Jurisprudence the Imaam Abu Hanifah, Imaam Maalik and
Imaam Ahmad bin Hambal . ا1J')رﺡ. The view of the Shaafi’ Mathhab is that opinion of astronomers will be reliably accepted in
relation to themselves as well as those who accept their opinion.
However, according to the preferred opinion it will not be
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compulsory for the general public to Fast due to the opinion of
astronomers.
The following is mentioned in Fatawaa Taataar Khaaniyyah:
م ول   ل !;ﺝ\ إ ل أه ا ب+ ب ا$ آG . ا0'  رﺡ8; وذآ; ا
'# 05+G G  ل  أ" آ ه أو ;ا1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ ا3ن اiG 54# N 3$C_ ا5
(٣٥٦ ص٢  ج8 " ر$ )ا5'  لP' أ# ;R آ5QG لQ!
The view of any person who says that the matter will be decided
on the opinion of astronomers in the event of uncertainty, is very
far from true because Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaid: Whoever goes
to a fortune-teller and believes what he says then such a person
has indeed disbelieved in that which was revealed to
Muhammad 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا. (Taataar Khaaniyyah Vol.2/Pg.356)
The conclusion of this discussion is that there is no permissibility
at all in Shari’ah for the Metone Jewish and Christian Lunar
calendar or its hypothetical astronomy calculations to be
adopted. To use it as a guide is contrary to the outlook of
Shari’ah.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Abdullah Kaviwala
Darul Uloom, Kantharia
28 Muharram 1430 AH
(Seal of Darul Ifta)
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(8) Darul Ifta Madrasah Daarut Tarbiyah Karmali,
Gujarat, India
1" 8 . ا53 # 5' 5  ﺱ1  و+ و4$  0#' و4 رب ا. 5'ا
3ا
All praise is due to Allah, the Rabb (Creator and Sustainer) of the
universe and it is from Him alone that we seek assistance. We
convey Benedictions and Greetings of Peace (Salaat and Salaam)
to our Guide and Master, Muhammad Ibn Abdillah, the last and
final of all Prophets and Messengers.
Respected and Honoured Hadhrat Moulana Ya’qub Miftahi
Saahib (May Allah Guard and Protect you)
0" ;آ# و. ورﺡ' ا1D مY ا
I hope you are in the best of health! We received your query
through our Principal and on behalf of all the staff of our
Madrasah I wish to express our gratitude to you from the bottom
of our hearts for having remembered us by affording us the
opportunity to serve the cause of Allah in an academic manner.
(May Allah grant you the best of rewards in this world as well as
the hereafter!)
We received your query through our Principal and on behalf of
all the staff of our Madrasah I wish to express our gratitude to
you from the bottom of our hearts for having remembered us by
affording us the opportunity to serve the cause of Allah in an
academic manner. (May Allah grant you the best of rewards in
this world as well as the hereafter!)
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After having received your query I researched our former and
latter day Tafseer, Hadith and Fiqh (Jurisprudence) books. What I
have concluded is exactly what seems to emanate from the facts
and issues raised in your query, in that the Metone Jewish and
Christian Lunar calendar as well as the new-moon theory cannot
be used to prove or negate anything since they are contrary to
the clear rules and guidelines of Shari’ah. Such a calendar or
theory cannot even be used to verify the testimony of any
witnesses. Although some of the latter-day Jurists do allow the
use of such a system as a guide to determine the possibility of
sighting the new-moon, I do not see any apparent reason to do
so.
With regards to the laws pertaining to the moon Allah states in
the Qur’aan:
س
ِ ِ 
ُ ِْ ََا
َ ِهِِ ُْ ه
َ ْ ا
ِ َ 
َ ََُْْ َ!
There are two narrations relating to the reason pertaining to the
revelation of this Verse. The first narration states that Mu’aath
Ibn Jabal and Tha’labah Ibn Ghanam Al-Ansaari 0 . ا9 رboth
asked 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اas to why the moon does not remain one size
but rather appears very thin and then increases in size until it
appears as a full moon and thereafter decreases until it reaches
the size it was when it first appeared. (Tafseer Maz-hari
Vol.1/Pg.237)
The second narration states that Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwas
asked regarding the moon and its phases so Allah Revealed this
Verse and Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaid that Allah made the
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phases of the moon a means of determining the time for starting
and ending the Fasting month as well as for the Iddah period of
women and also for their general affairs.
However the Qur’aan does not specify as to whether these
rulings are based on the appearance of the moon on the horizon
or the physical sighting of the moon. The detail of this is then
explained in a Hadith of Rasoolullah B quoted by Ibn Katheer in
his Tafseer:
 اه. ا4 ﺝ:1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ ا.  ل  ل رﺱل اJ' . ا9 '; ر# ا
! hYh وا54G 1D 1b نiG 0$![;وا ;ؤG وا0$!ا ;ؤ+G ا  س
(٢٩٥ ص٢; جk آ# ; اR")
Ibn Umar 'J . ا9 رreports that Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaid: ‘Allah
has made the new moon as a sign for the people to determine
time, so begin the Fasting (month) when you see it and end the
Fasting (month) when you see it. If the sky is overcast (cloudy)
then complete the month with thirty days.’ (Tafseer Ibn Katheer
Vol.2/Pg.295)
The following is mentioned in a narration recorded in Bukhari:
0 روا5 G 1D 1b نiG [;واG G 'ا$!ا وإذا رأ+G N'$!إذا رأ
When you see the moon then begin the Fasting month and end
the Fasting month when you see the moon. If the sky is overcast
(cloudy) then count the days (to complete the month with thirty
days). (Saheeh Bukhari Vol.1/Pg.255)
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Another narration recorded in Bukhari states:
hYh ة54{آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG
If the sky is overcast then complete the count as thirty days.
(Saheeh Bukhari Vol.1/Pg.256)
A third narration recorded in Bukhari states:
;! و;ةB و4 "  ;ة4! @اD@ا وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D" E إ أ أ
hYh
We are an illiterate nation who do not write or count. A month
will have either twenty nine or thirty days. (Bukhari
Vol.1/Pg.256)
These narrations are found in almost all the books of Hadith and
the Muhaddithieen are unanimous on their authenticity.
These narrations clearly express that the beginning of a month
will be determined by the physical sighting of the moon and not
by the appearance of the moon on the horizon. The Arabic word
‘Ru’yah’ means to see something with the eyes. It does not give
the meaning of having the knowledge of the existence of
something. So the meaning of the Ahaadith will be that whatever
laws are based on the sighting of the moon will require that the
moon must be physically sighted.
Thus, it is established that determining the dates of months or
years on the basis of theoretical calculations is not acceptable in
Shari’ah, such that even if the moon is present on the horizon
but it cannot be seen with the eye, Shari’ah will not give any
regard to its presence on the horizon.
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This is further clarified by the Hadith that states: If the moon
cannot be seen due to the sky being cloudy then complete the
month with thirty days. This instructs us to complete the month
with thirty days when the sky is overcast (cloudy). It does not
state the permissibility of basing the start or end of a month on a
theory based calendar.
Allaamah Ibn Hajr Asqalaani
follows:

. ا0'رﺡ

comments on this Hadith as

Q! 1" وhYh ة54{آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG" 9 '!| ا5 اG 0 09!و
 ا أه ا بG
The ruling becomes clear in the above-mentioned Hadith: If the
moon cannot be seen due to the sky being cloudy then complete
the month with thirty days. Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اdid not say
that we should rather ask the astronomers. (Fat-hul Baari
Vol.2/Pg.151)
All the Fuqahaa (Jurists) are of the opinion that such calculations
and theories are not reliable.
Allaamah Ibn Aabideen Shaami . ا0' رﺡwrites:
;3$4! E ;اج4' اG # م  ا س+ وﺝب اG  أى$'ل اQ# ;ة3 Eو
لQ# مP! YG ;J اG و0 R  ب# '4!  أن1<'  !<زEﺝ' ع" وE #" 1J
 )ردt+ اG Eو5  ا ' ء  آ@ا وإن آ اG نD! لYJ أى ا0 أ$'ا
(٣٨٧ ص٢ ر ج$'ا
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The opinion of astronomers is not considered even though they
are religiously upright according to the correct opinion of the
Math-hab. Meaning that their opinion will not be considered
with regards to the commencement of Fasting and in Al Mi’raaj it
is mentioned that there is consensus on their opinion not being
accepted and it is not permissible for them to adopt their own
calculations or practice upon them. In An-Nahr it is mentioned
that the opinion of astronomers does not necessitate that the
moon will appear in the sky on a certain night. This is despite the
astronomers being religiously upright as is mentioned to be the
correct opinion of the Math-hab. (Raddul Muhtaar Vol.2/Pg.387)
The following is mentioned in Al Fiqhul Islam Wa Adillatuhu:
0 ل4! ' N د$م اﺱ54 'J$# ;ت إﺹk  ب وا<م و آ# م+ ا:<! Eو
;C
Fasting will not become compulsory due to the opinion of
astronomers even if they happen to be frequently correct
because of there not being any Shar’i basis to adopt their
opinion. (Al-Fiqhul Islaami wa Adillatuhu Vol.2/Pg.602)
The following is mentioned in Fatawaa Ibn Taymiyyah:
' د  ﺡ ب$_ !<ز اE 0 أ# + ق اR" وا+   ا# 3h 0 أ:! رEو
E و:$D E م  ل إ أ أY  ا0 0 أ+ اG 0 3h 'ا<م آ
0$![;وا ;ؤG وأ0$! ﺹا ;ؤ: 
There is no doubt in the fact that the Sunnah as well as the
consensus of the Sahaabah 1J . ا9 رestablishes that it is not
permissible to base the sighting of the moon on the opinion of
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astronomers as is stated in a Hadith recorded in both Bukhari
and Muslim:
0$![;وا ;ؤG وأ0$! ﺹا ;ؤ:  E و:$D E إ أ أ
We are an illiterate nation. We do not know how to write or
count. Begin and end your Fasting month with the sighting of the
moon. (Majmoo’ Fatawaa Ibn Taymiyyah Pg.208)
All these above-mentioned quotations express that the
calculations of astronomy-based calendars are unreliable.
Below is a brief discussion pertaining to the objections raised
regarding the non-acceptance of the lunar calendar based on the
new-moon theory.
One particular question that is raised is that there was a time
when Fatwaa was issued regarding the impermissibility of using a
loud speaker (Public Address System) for Salaah. Thereafter sue
to a change in the era there was also a change of opinion which
resulted in a Fatwaa being issued permitting its use. So what is
the problem if the physical sighting of the moon is replaced by
the lunar calendar?
The answer to this is that the opinions of the Ulamaa differed
due to the difference of opinion that existed among audio
experts (sound experts). However, when the audio experts all
agreed that the voice amplified by the loud speaker was in fact
the actual voice of the person speaking then the Ulamaa also
gave a unanimous ruling on the permissibility of its use. As for
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the lunar calendar, there is still no consensus among the experts
in astronomy.
Another fact is that the loud speaker was a new invention which
was not present in the time of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا. So when it
was invented the Ulamaa gave their ruling based on the research
and deduction that they had conducted. However, Shari’ah has
made it a condition that the moon must be physically sighted for
it to be established and such a ruling does not allow for any
change to be made to it by deduction.
Another argument that is posed is that during the time of
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اthe reason for basing the start and end of
the months on the physical sighting of the moon was because,
according to some astronomers, the calendar was not yet
invented. Now that it has been invented we should use it as a
basis for calculating dates.
The answer to this is that this argument is raised due to such
people having a lack of knowledge regarding the fact that the
calendar system has been running from very long time in history.
In this regard an article of Mufti Shafee’ Saahib . ا0' رﺡis quoted in
Dars e Tirmidhi:
‘At this point an argument is raised stating that during the time
of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اthey gave consideration to the physical
sighting of the moon and not its presence on the horizon
because they did not have any other means to sight the moon or
even to determine its presence on the horizon.
It’s not a hidden fact for those who are well versed in the subject
of history that the study of mathematics was prevalent a long
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time before the period of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اand even during
the time of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اthere were observatories in
Egypt, Shaam (Syria), India and other areas as well.
With regards to this many authentic proofs can be presented.
Thereafter the countries of Egypt and Shaam had come under
the Islamic Empire during the era of Umar 0 . ا9 رwhereby many
experts in various academic fields were available. If for
arguments sake we agree that such means were not available
during the time of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اthen how is it possible
that such an intelligent ruler as Umar 0 . ا9 رmaintained a ruling
that was based on the unavailability of means yet they became
available in his period of Khilaafah. However, history bears
witness to the fact that the ruling of basing the start and end of
the months on the physical sighting of the moon was adopted in
the era of all the righteous Khulafaa as a principle up to this age.
(Dars e Tirmidhi Vol.2/Pg.523-524 Ref: Ru’yat e Hilaal Pg.19-20)
After having presented this excerpt I do not see the need to
mention anything further, however I hereby present two
excerpts relating to the extent that mathematical calculations
are acceptable;
1. Mufti Taqi Uthmaani Saahib mentions in Dars e Tirmidhi that
the famous scholar on mathematics, Abu Rayhaan Al-Berooni,
has clearly mentioned in his book Al-Aathaarul Baaqiyah, that
it is not possible to establish a definite calculation regarding
the new-moon. Abu Rayhaan Al-Berooni is that renowned
scholar regarding whom the Russian Scientists have
acknowledged that they have invented Rockets and satellites
on the basis of his research.
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2. An article of Mufti Burhaanud Deen Sambhali Saahib which
was published in Al-Furqaan (Jan 1992) is recorded in the
footnotes of Fatawaa Raheemiyyah (Vol.7/Pg.227). An excerpt
of that article is presented below:
It is not possible to pre-determine the Sighting of the Newmoon
A well-known author and secular graduate from Pakistan,
Dhiyaaud Deen Saahib has written many impressive articles on
the subject of ‘moon-sighting’. A collection of these articles has
been published from London in the form of a booklet.
Dhiyaaud Deen Saahib had written to the Physics and astronomy
department of the Observatory at the University of London,
enquiring about matters pertaining to moon-sighting. The
answer he received is rendered in brief below:
Regarding your query relating to whether experts in the field of
astronomy have arrived at such a formula by which the evening
on which the new-moon would be sighted with certainty can be
determined, unfortunately the answer is in the negative.
The professor who answered this query then later states that in
reality no theory can be formulated regarding the sighting of the
moon and unfortunately in my opinion there is no scientific
formula which can fulfil the necessary condition (of physically
observing the new-moon) as stipulated by Islam. (‘Moon-sighting
In the Present Age’ by Dhiyaaud Deen – Published in London)
Ziyaaud Deen has also included a translation of the Astronomy
Paper No. 6 issued by the Science Research Council of the world
renowned Greenwich Observatory. Part of it is presented below:
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It is not possible to forecast the dates on which the new moon
will be physically visible because no such reliable and fully
dependable observation is available which can be used to
formulate such conditions that would suffice to determine when
the new moon will be visible for the first time.
He further writes that it becomes clear that any forecast relating
to the sighting of the new moon is not definite. All this detail
serves to further establish the truth and practicality of the
statement of 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwhereby he said:
;! و;ةB و4 "  ;ة4! @اD@ا وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D" E إ أ أ
hYh
We are an illiterate nation who do not write or count. A month
will have either twenty nine or thirty days. (Bukhari
Vol.1/Pg.256)
He then writes that Shah Waliullah Saahib . ا0' رﺡcomments on
this Hadith saying that the laws of Shari’ah are based on
apparent signs and not on the intricacies of any faculty or its
calculations and theories. In fact, Shari’ah has prevented us from
even attempting to base the laws of Shari’ah on such calculations
etc. (Hujjatullahil Baalighah Vol.3/Pg.51)
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Sa’adatullah Khan, (Mufti) Muhammad Idrees, (Mufti)
Irfaan, (Mufti) Sulaiman bin Ya’qub
(Date as post office stamp 11 Feb 2009
(Seel Daarut Tarbiyah, Karmali)
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C-Fatawaa : Another Question & Response
The following questions were sent by the Central
Moon sighting Committee of Great Britain to various
Daarul Iftaa and Mufti Scholars.
Respected Moulana Mufti ..............................Esq.
0" ;آ# و. ورﺡ' ا1D مY ا
Due to the different phases that we see of the moon as well as
certain times when we do not see it the astronomers have
formulated the following theory:
a) When the light of the sun shines on the part of the moon
facing the earth the moon is seen in its different phases from
being a crescent to becoming a full moon and thereafter
diminishing once again and at the end of the month due to the
sun and moon appearing in line with one another which is known
as a conjunction the light of the sun does not shine on the part of
the moon facing the earth thus the moon cannot be seen. When
the moon moves ahead from this point the light of the sun once
again shines on the part of the moon facing the earth (creating
what is known as the new moon according to astronomy)
whereby the moon then goes through its different phases yet
again.
b) They have formulated principles which govern and forecast
the possibility of sighting the moon. They claim that the moon
cannot be sighted a few hours before the birth of the new moon
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and likewise at the time of birth until a specified amount of
hours after birth.
(These principles are regarded as a theory by observatory
officials and the meaning of ‘theory’ according to a famous
English dictionary is mentioned below.)
A speculative or conjectural view or idea, a set of hypotheses
related by logical or mathematical arguments to explain and
predict a wide variety of connected phenomena in general
terms: in general the theory of relativity. Pp 1587 Collins
Millennium Edition 1998
After this introductory note the following question are being
posed:
What is the status in Shari’ah of the theory mentioned in section
A?
Has Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اstipulated it as being conditional for
the sighting of the moon on the evening after the 29th day to be
in conformance to this theory before any testimony of a sighting
can be accepted?
Will the testimony of someone who sighted the moon be
rejected if he saw the moon contrary to the new-moon theory
and principles governing the possibility of the moon being
sighted? Or should the testimony be accepted once it meets the
conditions stipulated by Shari’ah? (Regardless of such a sighting
being rejected by the observatory based on their principles
governing the possibility of sighting the moon.)
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(Note: During the era of Rasoolullah  وﺱم0 . ﺹ اthe Jews used to
commence their month with the birth of the new moon based on
calculations of astronomy.)
مY وا
Maulvi Ya’qub Ahmad Miftahi
G. Secretary, Hizbul Ulamaa UK &
The Central Moon sighting Committee of G. Britain
6 Shawwal1428 17 October 2007

(9) Daarul Ifta Darul Uloom Deoband
Scholars has outlined that regarding moon sighting scientific
explanations and calculations are not worthy at all. Because
these are based on imaginary prospections, not acurate
whatsoever. Standard criteria for moon sighting is "looking by
naked eye". Prophet (s it.a.w) said "keep your fast by sighting the
moon and observe Eid by sighting it too". i.e decide the matter of
moon after sighting. This is absolutely correct criteria.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Head of Darul Ifta)
(Mufti) Habeebur Rahman
Mufti Daarul Uloom Deoband
14Zilhajj1428
Answer Confirmed as Correct
(Mufti) Zafiruddin
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(10) Jameaah Khairul Madaaris Multan, Pakistan
According to the rulings of the Jurists the opinion of astronomers
is not considered with regards to Fasting, Salaah and Eid.
Allaamah Haskafi . ا0' رﺡwrites:
:  ا'@هEو5  و$'ل اQ# ;ة3 E
The opinion of astronomers will not be considered even if they
are regarded as upright.
Allaamah Shaami . ا0' رﺡthen comments as follows:
م  ا س+ا

 وﺝبG أى

Their opinion will not be considered with regards to the
commencement of Fasting.
Ibn Daqeeq Al Eid . ا0' رﺡsays: ة+ اG 0 ' د$_ !<ز اE
Such calculations cannot be relied upon with regards to Salaah.
The following is mentioned in An-Nahr: $'ل اQ# مP! YG ;J اGو
t+ اG Eو5  ا ' ء  آ@ا وإن آ اG نD! لYJ أى ا0أ
The opinion of astronomers does not necessitate that the moon
will appear in the sky on a certain night. This is despite the
astronomers being religiously upright.
The following is mentioned in Wahbaaniyyah:
:'ﺝ# l $ول أوا ا
The opinion of astronomers is not binding.
The following appears in Al-Mi’raaj regarding the opinion of
astronomers:
0 R  ب# '4!  أن1<'  !<زEﺝ' ع" وE #" 1J ;3$4! E ;اج4' اG
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There is consensus on their opinion not being accepted and it is
not permissible for them to adopt their own calculations and
practice on them.
Allaamah Shihaab Al Ramli As-Shaafi’ . ا0' رﺡstates that
Rasoolullah J dismissed the calculations of the astronomers as
futile:
:$D E ل  أ أQ# D # N S ا#  ا ب5'$4! 1  رعB أن اN   0ووﺝ
(٩٢ ص٢ ر ج$'@ا )رد اD@ا وهD; هJB ا:  Eو
The reason for what we have stated is that Rasoolullah J did not
rely on calculations but rather dismissed them as totally
irrelevant by saying that we are an Illiterate nation that does not
write or count. The month will have either 29 or 30 days.
(Shaami Vol.2 Pg.92)
It is only Allaamah Subki . ا0' رﺡwho holds the opinion, as
indicated in one of his writings, that the opinion of astronomers
as reliable:
 جJ';ح اC G ; ﺡ<; وا# ا1J 03;وا أه @ه8{$ N ردD3  ا0   
(٩٢ ص٢ ر ج$')ا;د ا
What Allaamah Subki . ا0' رﺡhas stated has been refuted by
Scholars of his own Math-hab such as Ibnu Hajr and Ar-Ramli in
Al-Minhaaj. (Raddul Muhtaar Vol.2/Pg.92)
Answer 3:
Allaamah Ramli . ا0' رﺡwas asked this very question and he
responded by saying:
 رعB اJP  دةJB ن ا3 ا0# ت5JC  ثYk ا' ﺉ اG 0# 'ل4'{ن ا#  ﺝ بG
(٩٢ ص٢ ر ج$' )رد اQ اP
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The accepted practice is that which is proven and Shari’ah has
granted testimony the status of being definite. (Raddul Muhtaar
Vol.2/Pg.92)
In conclusion the sighting witnessed physically and testified for
will be considered even though the calculations of the
astronomy declare it impossible to sight the moon. According to
the question since such calculations are hypothetical they will
have no effect on the sighting of the moon being established.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best!
(Mufti) Muhammad Abdullah 20 Muharram 1429
(Seal of Jameaah Khairul Madaaris Multan, Pakistan 21-11429/31
January 2008)

(11) Daarul Uloom Falaahe Daarian Tadkeshwar,
Gujarat, India
With regards to the logic-based theory of astronomy being
acceptable in Shari’ah the Hanafi Jurists have three opinions as
outlined by Allaamah Shaami . ا0' رﺡin his booklet ‘Tambeehul
Ghaafil wal Wasnaan ‘Alaa Ahkaami Hilaali Ramadhaan’ which a
condensation of over fifty books on the Jurisprudence of the four
Imaams. After quoting various quotations from the different
books Allaamah Shaami . ا0' رﺡwrites:
ى5اهP ا_ م اJQ  أالhYh !;8{$' ل ا ﺹ أنQG   إ أﺹ ا4رﺝ
{س# E 0م أ4 ﺝ'\ ا: ر وﺹ ﺡ3< ا53 9 Q ا0   ( )اولQ اG
 5'$4# و1J"{!  آ ن0 " أQ #  ا0R  ( k' د  ل ا'<' )ا$_ #
  أن8; ;ح ا_ م اC  0Q  (| k )ا1J  ' ﺝ0 fR" إذا ا1J
T!|  أ" آ ه ا5< 54# N 3$C_ ا5 1J ا;ﺝع إ
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On the basis of the actual Sunnah teachings the latter-day
Scholars have three opinions which Imaam Zaahidi . ا0' رﺡhas
recorded:
1) The opinion of Qaadhi Abdul Jabbaar . ا0' رﺡis that there is no
problem in considering the opinion of astronomers.
2) Ibn Muqaatil . ا0' رﺡused to accept the opinion of astronomers
if there was consensus of a group from among them.
3) The opinion by Imaam Sarakhsi . ا0' رﺡis that in the event of
uncertainty we cannot refer to their opinion because of the
Hadith that prohibits us from seeking the predictions of
astrologers.
However the third opinion is the preferred view and Allaamah
Shaami . ا0' رﺡhas mentioned that Imaam Zaahidi . ا0' رﺡhas quoted
the following in Qinyah from Shamsul A’immah Al-Halwani . ا0'رﺡ:
لQ# 0G @8&! Eل وYJ;ؤ! ا# [ رG_م وا+ وﺝب اG 5 ;طBإن ا
'<'ا
The start and end of the fasting period according to us is based
on the physical sighting of the moon and the opinion of
astronomers will not be considered.
Thereafter he quotes the following from Majdul A’immah:
G '<'' د  ل ا$ اE 0 أ4G B ا در واE إR ﺡ# أﺹ ب أfR" ا0إ
ه@ا
Besides the few odd Scholars the rest of the Hanafi Scholars as
well as the Shaafi Scholars have a consensus on the opinion of
astronomers not being acceptable.
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Ibn Wahbaan . ا0' رﺡhas also mentioned all three opinions in his
Manzoomah and has given preference to the third view:
:'ﺝ# l $ول أو ا
The opinion of astronomers is not binding. The following is
mentioned in Durrul Mukhtaar
:  ا'@هEو5 ل ا'<' وQ# ;ة3 E
The opinion of astronomers is not considered even if they are
religiously upright.
The following is quoted in Bahrur Raaiq from Ghaayatul Bayaan:
;عB  ا8 5QG 1J   ل !;ﺝ\ إ
Whoever says that we should refer to the opinion of
astronomers is in conflict with Shari’ah.
The following is quoted from Me’raajud Diraayah:
;عB  ا8 5QG 1J  _ﺝ' ع و رﺝ\ إ# '<'; ل ا3$4! Eو
The opinion of astronomers is not considered by consensus and
whoever refers to their opinion is in conflict with Shari’ah.
The proof of this is the Narrations which indicate that the
beginning and end of fasting is based on the physical sighting of
the moon and not on the knowledge of its presence.
  ل ﺹاJ 0iG 14 اE ! ر ا;ؤ3$ا  ا5 ﺡ د!| ا# لE5$واو ا_ﺱ
 ﺱا أهG Q! 1ة )و54 آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG ( )و ل0$![;وا ;ؤG وا0$!;ؤ
... :  E و:$D E   ل(  أ أ# ا ب
Allaamah Shaami . ا0' رﺡwrites the following at the end:
N ر3$م ا54 ;JB ت ا3h اG  ' ء ا<م وا ب0Q!   ' د$ اE 0 أ1
DR ا5اQ  اE ![;  ا;ؤRم أو ا+ وﺝب ا0G f4';ع اB اG
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It has been established that the opinion of astronomers will not
be considered with regards to establishing the commencement
of a month since Shari’ah basis the start and end of fasting on
the physical sighting of the moon and not on theoretical
calculations of astronomy.
The following has been established from this discussion:
1) The new-moon theory of astronomy is not acceptable nor is it
reliable.
2) Rasoolullah J has not based the acceptance or rejection of a
testimony on the sighting of the moon on principles of
astronomy but rather based the acceptance of a testimony on
the conditions of Shari’ah being met in this regard.
3) Once the conditions of Shari’ah regarding testimony are met
then the testimony will be accepted regardless of whether it
conforms to the principles governing the possibility of it being
sighted or not.
A similar discussion is clearly dealt with in this manner in the
Shaafi’ Math-hab whereby Allaamah Ramli . ا0' رﺡwas asked
regarding the Fatwaa of Allaamah Subki . ا0' رﺡwho says that the
opinion of astronomers will be considered if they forecast that
the moon will not be visible on a certain night:
لYJ;ؤ! ا# # ت5JC  D3  ﺱ  ل اN وا$G G (; )اN5 رة وا3و
ل ا بQ# '  ن ا;ؤ! " اDم ا54# ; و ل ا بJB  اhYk ا
E  أم0    '4! JG  ذG مYD دة  وا` ل اJB وا4[ ن ا ب
 ؟Tا
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 رعB اJP  دةJB ن ا3 ا0# ت5JC  hYk ا' ﺉ اG 'ل4'{ن ا#  ﺝ بG
#  ا ب5'$4! 1  رعB أن اN   0 ;دود ووﺝD3  ا0   وQ اP
# و ل ا... @اD@ا وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D E ل  أ أQ# D # N Sا
 ذآ;ه$ت اE kE واJ$ م ا+ اG 0 ' د$_ !<ز اE  ا ب54 اfد
G  ن وﺝدهD_ ;C J;h أE T ا0 03$B! 5 5 هB ون ا0Q# D3 ا
;3Dم ا; اY آJ$ دات اJB;ه  اb
Allaamah Shihaab Ar-Ramli Ash-Shaafi’ . ا0' رﺡwrites in his
Fatawaa that he was asked about the opinion of Allaamah Subki
th
. ا0' رﺡin which he says that if the moon is sighted on the 30
night of the month (evening after the 29th day) and witnesses
testify to this but the astronomers say that it is not possible to
sight the moon on that particular night then the opinion of the
astronomers will be adopted because their calculations are
definite whereas the sighting that was observed is not. In
response to this Allaamah Shihaab . ا0' رﺡwrites that the
testimony given according to Shari’ah will be applicable because
Shari’ah has granted testimony the status of certainty and the
opinion of Allaamah Subki . ا0' رﺡwill be rejected because
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اdid not rely on and accept the opinion of
astronomers but had rather declared them futile efforts by
stating that we are an illiterate nation who do not write or count.
The month will comprise of either 29 or 30 days. Ibn Daqeeq AlEid . ا0' رﺡtheoretical calculations cannot be relied upon…. The
argument presented by Allaamah Subki . ا0' رﺡregarding the fact
that a witness may be confused over what he has seen does not
have any effect since it can be countered by saying that all other
forms of testimony will also have the same possibility.
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It will not be correct for any Moon-sighting Committee to base
the acceptance of a testimony on the possibility of sighting the
moon.
When a testimony has been accepted according to the principles of
Shari’ah then it will be permissible for other areas to adopt the news of
this sighting as long as there are no other restrictions of Shari’ah
applicable. Once a testimony is in conformance to all the conditions
dictated by Shari’ah then the sighting will be established.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best!
(Mufti) Waheedud Deen
Daarul Uloom Falaahe Daarain
Tadkeshwar, Surat, India (17 Safar 1429 AH)

(12) Darul Ifta Mazahirul Uloom Saharanpur, India
The laws of Islam have been based on such simple and easy
methods which are easy to comprehend. They are not based on
the intricacies of astronomy and theological calculations which
require great instruments and formalities. If the basis of Islamic
laws was on such intricacies then Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwould
have received divine revelation regarding it and he would have
taught it to his Companions who would have in turn propagated
it.
Allaamah Subki Shaafi’ . ا0' رﺡhas regarded the opinion of
astronomers as reliable but his opinion has been rejected by
Shaafi’ Scholars such as Allaamah Ibn Hajar . ا0' رﺡAllaamah Ramli
. ا0' رﺡAllaamah Shaami . ا0' رﺡmentions the following:
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(٩٢ ص٢ ر ج$M'ر ا5 )اt+ ا:  @هEو5  و$'ل اQ# ;ة3 Eو
 !<زEﺝ' ع" وE #" 1J ;3$4! E ;اج4' اG # م  ا س+ وﺝب اG أى
نD! لYJ أى ا0 أ$'ل اQ# مP! YG ;J اG و0 R  ب# '4!  أن1<'
D3   م ا.  حW!E اG ' آt+ اG Eو5  ا ' ء  آ@ا وإن آ اG
;حC G 0k وJ$ ا4[  ن ا ب1J ' د$ إ ا0G  "{  ل4G Bا
G ; ﺡ<; وا# ا1J 03;وا أه @ه8{$ N ردD3  ا0     3اه
(٩٢ ص٢ ر ج$' ج )ا;د اJ';ح اC
The opinion of astronomers is not considered even though they
are religiously upright according to the correct opinion of the
Math-hab. (Durrul Mukhtaar Vol.2/Pg.92) Meaning that their
opinion will not be considered with regards to the
commencement of Fasting and in Al Mi’raaj it is mentioned that
there is consensus on their opinion not being accepted and it is
not permissible for them to adopt their own calculations and
practice on them. In An-Nahr it is mentioned that the opinion of
astronomers does not necessitate that the moon will appear in
the sky on a certain night. This is despite the astronomers being
religiously upright as is mentioned to be the correct opinion of
the Math-hab in Al-Iedhaah. Imaam Subki As-Shaafi’ . ا0' رﺡhas
indicated in one of his writings that the opinion of astronomers
can be relied upon because their calculations are definite. A
similar opinion is mentioned in Sharhul Wahbaaniyyah to which I
respond that what Imaam Subki . ا0' رﺡhas stated has been
refuted by Scholars of his own Math-hab such as Haafiz Ibn Hajr
. ا0' رﺡand Ar-Ramli . ا0' رﺡin Al-Minhaaj. (Raddul Muhtaar
Vol.2/Pg.92)
The Hadith has made physical sighting of the moon the basis
thus once the moon has been sighted according to the principles
of Shari’ah then the sighting of the moon will be regarded as
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established. The theory mentioned in the question is not the
basis for determining the moon and thus cannot be used to
prove anything.
Mufti Muhammad Taahir 12 Muharram 1429 AH
Daarul Iftaa Mazaahirul Uloom
Saharanpur, India

(13) Darul Ifta Jameaah Miftaahul Uloom
Sargodha, Pakistan
1. It is necessary to abide by the principles of Shari’ah outlined
by Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwhen establishing the new-moon.
Thus it is mentioned in ‘Falkiyaat Jadeedah’ authored by
Moulana Muhammad Moosa Roohaani Saahib . ا0' رﺡHas the
moon-sighting committee being established so that its
members can pass a decision in conformance to scientific
research? No! No! It is rather their duty to take testimony for
the Eid moon in conformance to the principles of Shari’ah.
(Falkiyaat Jadeedah Pg.332)
The issue of having a difference with regards to the sighting of
the moon is not something new, so we need to observe cue)
dealt with the matter. To rely on one’s intellect in such
matters is not a sign of intelligence. One’s intellect can be
used to prove or establish academic or philosophical matters
but its use is not appropriate for Islamic matters that affect
the general public. (Falkiyaat Jadeedah P.320)
2. It is not conditional (necessary).
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3. The testimony given in conformity to the conditions outlined
by Shari’ah will be accepted. Adopting the principles outlined
by Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اis regarded as a religious act on our
behalf and not the adoption of a Jewish system.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Ismatullah 4 -11- 1429 AH
Al Jawab Saheeh by (Mufti) Muhammad 5-11-1429
(Seal of Daarul Iftaa)

(14) Imaarate Shar’iyyah, Phulwari Sharif,
Patna, Bihar, India
The scientific new-moon theory does not have any standing in
Shari’ah with regards to establishing the new moon and neither
is the acceptance of a testimony, relating to the sighting of the
moon, based on it.
The actual basis for establishing the new moon is to physically
see it and this will be proven when testimony is given by anyone
who has sighted it, in accordance to the rules of testimony
outlined by Shari’ah.
This will take place in the presence of a Qaadhi (Islamic Judge)
and in those places where a Qaadhi is not available then the
testimony will be expressed to members of the local moonsighting committee. If the moon-sighting committee rules that
the moon has been sighted, their decision will be accepted.
If the decision of the moon being sighted is not based on a
testimony in accordance to the rules outlined by Shari’ah or if
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the decision is based on the new-moon theory then such a
decision is not accepted in Shari’ah.
0$![;وا ;ؤG وأ0$!ﺹا ;ؤ
Begin and end your Fasting month with the sighting of the moon.
(Tirmidhi)
@اD@ا وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D" E إ أ أ
We are an illiterate nation who do not write or count. A month
will have either twenty nine or thirty days. (Tirmidhi)
Q اP  رعB اJP  دةJB ن ا...... $'ل اQ# ;ة3 Eو
The opinion of astronomers is not considered …… because a
testimony has been regarded as definite in Shari’ah. (Raddul
Muhataar Vol.3/Pg.354-355)
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best
(Mufti) Muhammad
25-12-1429/24-12-2008
(Seal of Daarul Iftaa Imaarate Shar’iyyah )

(15) Fatawa; Daarul Iftaa wal Irshaad Lahore Pakistan
In the name of Allah
Ramadhaan, Eid and the other months of the year will be based
the sighting of the moon. A Hadith states:
t+ )ا0 روا5 G 1D 1b نiG N ";و$[;وا ﺡR" Eل وYJ ";وا ا$ا ﺡ+" E
(٣٤٧ ص١ ج1 ' t+ – ا٢٥٦ ص١ رى جM3ا
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Do not begin or end the Fasting until you sight the moon. If the
sky is not clear then complete the month. (Bukhari Vol.1/Pg.256;
Muslim Vol.1/Pg.347)
hYh ة54{آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG N ";و$ا ﺡ+" YG  ;ونB و4 " ;JBا
(٣٤٧ ص١ ج1 ' t+ – ا٢٥٦ ص١ رى جM3 اt+)ا
A month comprises of 29 nights thus do not fast until you sight
the moon and if the sky is not clear then complete the month
with 30 days. (Bukhari Vol.1/Pg.256; Muslim Vol.1/Pg.347)
k k اG  مJ#_ ا5Q@ا وD@ا وهD@ا وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D E إ أ أ
– ٢٥٦ ص١ رى جM3 اt+ )اhYh  "' م4! @اD@ا وهD@ا وهD; هJBوا
(٣٤٧ ص١ ج1 ' t+ا
We are a nation who do not write or count. A month has either
29 or 30 days. (Bukhari Vol.1/Pg.256; Muslim Vol.1/Pg.347)
:\اﺉ53 اG  ل
 ن34C آ' لi# ;ف4! 'S$'$  وإن آ, لYJ;ؤ! ا# ;ف4! 3+ ن آ  ا ' ءiG
ة54{آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG 0$!;وا ;ؤ$G وا0$! ﺹا ;ؤJ 3ل اQ ! hYh
(٢٢٠ ص٢ ﺉ\ ج+اﺉ\ ا5#)  ﺹا1h ! hYh
If the sky is clear the month of Ramadhaan will be determined by
sighting the moon and if it is not clear then it will be determined
by completing the month of Sha’baan with 30 days. Begin and
end your fasting with the sighting of the moon. If the sky is not
clear then complete the month with 30 days and fast thereafter.
(Badaai’us Sanaai’ Vo.2/P.220)
:!5J اG  ل
N{ن رأوG , ;وبS ن و ا34C  !;B4 ﺱ\ وا$ اG لYJ ا س اl'$!  أن:<!
' ول54;ة ا3M وه !;ﺝ\ إ ل أه ا, ! hYh  اآ'ا1b  وإن, ﺹ ا
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 )آ@ا0 R  ب# '4!  أن1<'  !<زE و, 3Q! E 0 اt+ ا,  ا<م1 ;ف4!
(١٩٧ ص١! ج5J اG
It is necessary for the people to search for the moon after the
29th day of Sha’baan at sunset. If they sight the moon they
should fast and if the sky is not clear then they should complete
the month of Sha’baan with 30 days. The correct opinion
regarding the opinion of an upright expert astronomer is that his
opinion is not considered, and the astronomer cannot even
adopt his own calculations. (Fatawaa Hindiyyah Vol.1/Pg.197)
; إذJ  أه  ا0  ب أ# 1 م وإن+! E وQ[ 1<'ل اQ# ;ة3 Eو
;C t3 0'D"
The opinion of astronomers is not considered at all and fasting
will not commence even though it is established for certain that
the crescent was on the horizon because an astronomers
calculations are unacceptable in Shari’ah.
لQ# ;ة3 E و: فD ب ﺹة ا#  J;ﺡC ! وS اRG (#  ا5 )وأ
1  ا;ﺝ0 0# '  !<زE و, 0# ;ون3M! ' N;b E آ ف وG '<'ا
(٢٤٨ ص١! ج5#  # )رﺱ ﺉ ا1JQ!5+"  !<زYG :S #
According to the Hambali Math-hab the opinion of astronomers
will not be accepted with regards to an eclipse as well as other
matters regarding which they issue forecasts because their
opinions are assumptions thus they cannot be attested to.
(Rasaail Ibn Aabideen Vol.1/Pg.248)
N@ هG 4'$<'; واR$'  ا' ﺉ اN  ' ;ر+" وN  ' ﺡ;رM" 5و
4# اﺉ' ار: @اهG 0 ا;ﺝع إ: وااﺝ0 'ل4' أن ا4#ل ار+Rا
0 ن وأ34C ة5 آ' لi#  أوY ! ;ؤ# Eن إD! E  نWل رY ت ه3h! أن إ5J$<'ا
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0 3 4!;C R M' 1<$ ت وا ب واQ' أه ا0# ;3M!   5'$4! E
(٢٥٣ ص١! ج5#  # )رﺱ ﺉ ا1 $ة واY+ اWGأ
The gist of what has been discussed is that the determining
factor according to the Mathhahib of all four of the Imaams of
Jurisprudence is that the moon will only be established by
physically seeing it by night or by completing the month of
Sha’baan with 30 days and that the opinions of astronomers will
not be considered due to them being in conflict with the Sunnah
method of sighting the moon taught by our Nabi J. (Rasaail Ibn
Aabideen Vol.1/Pg.253)
: ا'; ةGو
;JB اG;4 ل  أن5! 0iG " :  E و:$D E !| " إ أ أ5 وه ;دود
لQ# ' د$_م ا5   وا_ﺝ' ع,  أه ا<م0'P! ' ب وا ب آ$D  إ ا
(٤٠٣ ص٤ جt" R'ا'<' ); ة ا
The opinion of astronomers is refuted by the Hadith that states
that we are an illiterate nation who do not write or count
because this Hadith indicates that the determination of the start
of a month is not based on calculations as the astronomers insist
and there is consensus on the fact that the opinion of
astronomers is not reliable. (Mirqaatul Mafaateeh Vol.4/Pg.403)
From the above-mentioned texts of Hadith and Jurisprudence we
establish that Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اbased the start of a month
on the sighting of the moon and not on the new moon being
present on the horizon or on the possibility of it being sighted or
any other theory. Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اstates further that in the
event that the sky is not clear (for whatever reason) due to
which the moon was not sighted after 29 days then the current
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month should be completed with 30 days and the new month
should commence thereafter.
The above-mentioned Ahaadith are recorded in all the other
authentic Books on Hadith. In these narrations Fasting and Eid
have been based on the sighting of the moon. The word ‘Ru’yah’
is a well-known word of the Arabic language which gives the
meaning of seeing something with the naked eye. If this word is
taken in any other context then that is not the literal meaning
but rather the figurative meaning. Thus the overall meaning of
the Hadith of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اis that all those laws of Islam
that are based on the sighting of the moon demand that the
moon be physically sighted with the eye. Thus it is established
that the basis is not on the moon being present on the horizon
but rather on the physical sighting of the moon. If the moon is on
the horizon but for some reason it is not visible then such
presence of the moon on the horizon holds no bearing with
regards to the laws of Shari’ah.
The last sentence of this Hadith has explained this meaning to a
further extent whereby it is mentioned that if the sky is not clear
due to which you cannot see the moon with your eyes then you
are not bound to establish the presence of the moon on the
horizon or its birth by the use of mathematical or theoretical
calculations or to try and observe it using observatory
instruments and telescopes. Rather the Hadith simply states:
hYh ة54{آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG
If the moon is not visible then complete the month with 30 days.
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There is no other meaning to these words of the Hadith other
than what has just been mentioned. If the moon is on the
horizon but it cannot be seen due to haze or clouds then Shari’ah
simply instructs that the month should be terminated with 30
days. By this instruction it becomes absolutely clear that the start
and end of a month is based on the sighting of the moon
according to Shari’ah and not on the presence of the moon on
the horizon or on the possibility of sighting it. It is also
established that the use of observatory instruments such a
telescope is not a basis for the sighting of the moon in Shari’ah
because the most that can be proven by the use of such
instruments is the possibility of the moon being present and in
the Books of Jurisprudence the term commonly used for this is
the birth of the moon or the new moon whereas Shari’ah
considers only the physical sighting of the moon. For this
Shari’ah has stipulated the following principles:
If the horizon is overcast (cloudy) then for the moon of
Ramadhaan it will be sufficient for one religiously upright Muslim
man or woman to testify. However for the moon if Eid it will be
necessary for two men or one man and two women who are all
religious upright Muslims to formally testify to the Qaadhi
(Islamic Judge) or Mufti that they had sighted the moon. If the
Qaadhi or Mufti accepts their testimony then the sighting will be
established even though, according to the theoretical
calculations of astronomy, the birth or sighting of the moon was
impossible on that day. This is mentioned in the following text of
Fatawaa Hindiyyah:
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'  E5  إذا آ ن3Q  نWل رY  ه5 دة ااﺡJBG    ' ء# إن آ ن
 دةJB اR  دةJB اN@ هG ;ط$B! E وkا ذآ;ا آ ن أو أ53  ﺡ;ا آ ن أوS # Y 
 دةJC E[;( إR اG) 3Q" E    ' ء#  وإن آ ن... 1 ا آ1D ﺡEى و5 اEو
G ;[R  آ9 ةا,  دةJB اR ا;! و0G ;ط$B!رﺝ أو رﺝ وا;أ" و
(١٩٨ ص١! ج5Jه; ا;وا! )ا
If the sky is clear then it will be necessary that the general
masses sight the moon or at least a large group of people
regardless of whether it is the Ramadhaan moon or the Eid
moon.
(١٩٨ ص١! ج5J)ا

1;ه3M# 14\ اQ! ;k دة ﺝ'\ آJC E إ3Q" 1   ا ' ءG D! 1 وإن

The practice of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwas on this principle and
the Sahaabah and their Successors (Taabi’een) also meticulously
abided by this principle and the Muslim nation has been
repeatedly urged to abide by this principle. Despite this we do
not find any Hadith indicate in the lightest of manners that
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اpermitted his followers to abandon this
principle and seek assistance from some other means such as
theoretical calculations or forecasts. If it was permissible for us
to achieve the objective of the Prophetic method by any other
means then we would have definitely found some indication to
that in the Ahaadith or there would have, at least, been some
scope or leeway mentioned by the Sahaabah or the Imaams of
Jurisprudence.
On the contrary we find that Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اrefuted the
calculations of astronomy with regards to determining the start
and end of months by stating that we do not write or count. On
another occasion Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اindicated that
astronomy-based calculations cannot be relied upon at all when
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he raised his hands to point out that a month will have either 29
or 30 days.
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اon another occasion clearly prohibited his
followers from adopting the hypothetical calculations of
astronomers and instructed that they should not start or end
their fasting until they sight the moon and at another time he
regarded, as a sign of Qiyaamah (the last day), the habit of some
who look at the moon and proclaim that the moon is not as old
as it is being portrayed to be.
At another time he expressed, without exception that attesting
to the practice and prophecies of an astronomer is tantamount
to disbelief. There is no mention in any Hadith of the
permissibility for passing a ruling on the sighting of the moon
based on the calculations of astronomy.
It is for this reason that there is consensus of the Muslims on the
fact that the opinions of astronomers will not be considered with
regards to establishing the sighting of the moon and in this
regard their research has been regarded as futile. It is
appropriate to mention that although we are not duty bound to
search for the moon using instruments of the observatory such
as telescopes etc, if the moon is sighted with the use of such an
instrument the sighting will be recognised as established.
There could be many reasons why Shari’ah has based the laws of
the moon on physical sighting and not on theoretical calculations
and these are probably based on the benefits that can only be
achieved by physically sighting the moon and not by any other
method.
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For example; the calendar of other nations is based on
theoretical calculations and in order to save the Muslims from
emulating them as well as to preserve the unique identity of the
Muslims Shari’ah gave the Muslims their own formula.
It is also possible that due to the other theoretical methods not
being natural and definite whereas Islam being a natural religion
would require the natural method of physical sighting to blend
with it.
It is also possible that because the entire system of Islam is not
based on intricacies and rigid formalities but rather on simplicity
and ease thus the time and date system of Islam is based on
plain and simple principles in order to maintain balanced
approach in all matters as well as save the Muslims from any
form of rigid formality and difficulty.
It could also be that the time and date system is only a means for
determining the different times and dates and any nation that
engrosses themselves too deeply with the means often forgets
their objectives and their efforts and capabilities are then wasted
in pursuing the means, thus the Muslims were given such a
system which would save them from becoming too engrossed in
the means used and thereby protect them from wasting their
efforts and paying less attention to their objectives. Thus by
simply looking up at the sky, if the moon is sighted the system is
in place and you can continue with your normal routine work
without having to compute and calculate or establish a weather
bureau.
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It is also possible that consideration was given to the fact that
the Muslims comprise of the rich, poor, learned, illiterate, men
and women and the majority of the acts of worship are based on
the time and date system which applies equally to all the
categories of Muslims thus such a system was formulated that
would allow every individual to be at ease by physically
observing the approach and change of any time or date.
It is possible that the certainty that Shari’ah demands with
regards to the sighting of the moon can only be achieved by
physically sighting the moon and a computed calendar is
insufficient in providing such certainty.
Or it is possible that Shari’ah did not approve of the idea that
fasting must be fulfilled by everyone but they should all be at the
mercy of a certain group regarding the determining the times
and duration of fasting. Thus such a system was formulated
whereby a layman can determine the time of fasting just as an
expert astronomer would and likewise a villager and city-dweller
would also adopt the same means for determining their times.
There are many other possible reasons for Shari’ah having
selected the system of physically sighting the moon thus
adopting it will entail great ease, goodness and blessings.
The reports regarding Saudi Arabia not paying attention to the
Shari’ah system of establishing the moon but rather determining
the dates of Ramadhaan and Eid on the basis of observatorygenerated calculations is all propaganda and our Mufti Saahib
has established such facts to be untrue and that the Saudi
officials are indeed very particular with regards to the Shari’ah
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system of sighting the moon thus it is necessary to conform to
their dates of Ramadhaan, Eid and Wuqoof at Arafah. And Allah
Ta’aala Knows Best.
(Mufti) Faseehud Deen Waziristaani
Daarul Iftaa wal Irshaad Lahore, Pakistan
Answer confirmed as Correct by: (Mufti) Hameedullah
28 Zul Qa’dah 1428 AH (Seal of Darul Ifta)

NB; Readers! There is importont Topic and Fatwaa by the
Deobandi Schollers at the end of the Book translated by Mufti
Muhammed Aslam Patel
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ـ  ا ا ـ اـ

Chapter – 2 of 3
Thuboote Hilal and Astronomical Calculation The Fatawaa by Barelvi Scholars
Foreword:
 ا

 رب ا  و    و و   ﺱ ﻡ
!ﺕ ا

 ا

All praise is due to Allah, the Rabb (Creator and Sustainer) of
the universe and it is from Him alone that we seek assistance.
We convey Benedictions and Greetings of Peace (Salaat and
Salaam) to our Guide and Master, Muhammad ibn Abdillah, the
last and final of all Prophets and Messengers.
Dear Respected Reader,
Assalaamu Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh
We have read in Chapter 1 about moon sighting to begin Islamic
months, the history of astronomical Lunar calculations, the new
moon theory, it`s calculated visibility, and principles of Islam the
Prophet`s way and the different Fatawaa.
Our main task by this book is to remind the all Ahlus Sunnah Wal
Jamaah about the Islamic principles for establishing the Islamic
Months, and Salat Times to pray on time, this is the Prophet`s
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method, and with it educating entire Muslims and bringing them
together on the path of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا.
My most sincere thanks and appreciation to the efforts made by
Moulana Abdul Basit of London who translated my Urdu
Zamimah `Sharea Thuboote Hilal aur Namazon ke awquat (Urdufatawa of Barelvi Muftiyane Kiram) which is the one you are
reading now as Chapter 2&3. May Allaah accept his most sincere
intentions. We pray to Allah Subhanahu Wata’aala to except our
effort and give all of us hidaayah. Aameen
Maulvi Ya’qub Ahmad Miftahi
G. Secretary Date 10 Rajab 1430/3July 2009 Juma`ah
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D-Fatawaa: By Fazil Bareli Moulana Ahmad
Raza Khan
Factors not considered when establishing the sighting of the
moon; Fatawaa Razwiyyah V18-Pg.from page 469-479

(1) Fatwaa: The opinions of astronomers are not
considered at all even though they are religiously
upright and in great number. They also cannot
practice on their own opinion.
Allah says:
ِْ Y
ً ْWَG ُْاSَ$ْ3َ$ِّ ِ َ; ًة+ْ3ُ َ ِرJََْ !ََ ا4َ َوﺝ
ِ َْ'َََْ !ََ اG 
ِ َْ$َ! َ َرJ وَا
َ ََْْ ا4ََوﺝ
( -  )ﺱرة ا_ﺱ;اءY
ً ِْ+ْRَ" Nُ َْ+َG e
ٍ َْC ُب َوآ
ِ َ ِْ وَا
َ ِِّْ  َد ا5َ َ َْ'ُْا4َ$ِْ َو1ُDِ#ّر
“We have made the night and the day as two (of our) signs: the
sign of the night have we made dark while the sign of the day we
have made bright that you may seek bounty from your lord and
that you may know the number and count of the years: all things
have we explained in detail.” (Quran 17:12).
In another place Allah says;
( - ;ةQ3 ) )ﺱرة ا
ِّ َْس وَا
ِ ِ 
ُ ِْ ََا
َ ِهِِ ُْ ه
َ ْ ا
ِ َ 
َ ََُْْ َ!
“They ask you about the moon. Say, it is the sign for people’s
time and Hajj)” (2:90).
Allah says; ;<R اﺱد  اjM  ا# اjM ا1D 3$! $ا ﺡ#;Cآا وا
(;ةQ3 م إ ا )ﺱرة ا+ ا1" ا1h
“And eat and drink, until the white tread of dawn appear to you
distinct from its black tread; then complete your fast till the night
appears.” (2:187).
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Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اstated: 'bن اiG ![;وا ;ؤGﺹا ;ؤ! وا
hYh  ن34C ة5 {آ'اG 1D “keep your fast by sighting the moon
and break it by sighting too”. (Bukhari v. 1 p. 256)
From these times some are based on the sighting of the moon.
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsays:
(م+ ب ا$ ;ؤ! )دار [ – آN5 ا.إن ا
Allah has based the issue of the moon on physically sighting it.
(Daaru Qutni Pg. 26)
The astronomers are those who say base their discussion on the
condition of the sky and movement of the stars and thereby
forecast that a certain month will have 29 days whilst the other
will have 30 days. Even though they may be correct and even
religiously upright their opinion will not be reliable despite a
large group among them unanimously declaring such a forecast
in one voice. For example, on the 29th of Sha’baan they say that
the moon will definitely be sighted today. However in the
evening the sky is overcast due to which no reliable news of any
sighting was received then we will definitely not announce the
start of Ramadhaan but will regard the next day as a doubtful
day. Or if they say that the moon cannot be sighted today and
tomorrow will definitely be the 30th of Sha’baan. However a
testimony was taken by one who sighted the moon then we will
immediately accept the news and will not even consider the fact
that according to astronomy it was not possible to sight the
moon today so the witness made an error or spoke a lie.
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اinstructed that the beginning and end of
fasting should be based on the sighting of the moon. In the
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Hadith books of Bukhari, Muslim and others many Sahaabah
1J . ا9 رrelate that Rasoolullah J stated:
hYh  ن34C ة5 {آ'اG 1D 'bن اiG 0$!;وا ;ؤ$G وا0$!ﺹا ;ؤ
Begin and end your fasting with the sighting of the moon. If the
sky is not clear then complete the month with 30 days. (Bukhari
Vol.1/Pg.256)
Thus it is compulsory for us to practice on this instruction. As for
the calculations of astronomy, Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اhas
denounced it by stating that we the following:
"ا#"ا وه# ه%&"ا وا#"ا وه# ه%&' و(  ' ا# ( )إ أﻡ) أﻡ
We are an illiterate nation. We do not know how to write or
count. A month will have either 29 or 30 days.(Bukhari, Muslim
Abu Dawood and Nasaai from Ibn Umar 'J . ا9ر
We are the illiterate followers of our Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwho also
did not receive formal secular education so how does writing and
counting concern us. As long as the sighting of the moon is not
established we will not abide by the calculations of anyone or
the writings of anyone or any indications or estimations.
He then goes on to quote the opinions of the Jurists:
E و5  و$'ل اQ# ;ة3E
The opinion of astronomers will not be considered even if they
are regarded as upright.
In Raddul Muhtaar the following is mentioned:
0 R  ب# '4!  أن1<'  !<زE
It is not permissible for an astronomer to adopt his own
calculations.
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Thereafter he discusses the calculations of astronomers
regarding the possibility of sighting the moon and says;
‘The calculations of the Astronomers is somewhat strange
because this humble servant has repeatedly observed the moon
on the 29th of the month to be very far from the point yet they
stipulated that the moon would be sighted only the next day.’
At this point what needs to be discussed is that the `Greek
philosophers `had prepared these laws but were personally not
satisfied with them. They acknowledge that the matters relating
to the moon have not been encompassed totally to date so how
can we rely on such details that are doubtful to those who
prepared them.
1ُ ِْDَْ ا1ُ َِْ4ْ ا
َ ْ َأ
َ ََِ إ$ْ'َ َ Eِ ََ إ1َ ِْ E
َ 
َ َْٰ3ُﺱ
Glory be to you! We do not have knowledge except that which
you teach us. Indeed you are the most learned, most wise.
In the light of the above-mentioned discussion he makes a
rebuttal of the opinion that calculations are definite and
testimony is a presumption.
He writes: ‘ We say that calculations are not categorical in any
dealings as you have learnt earlier and the possibility of an error
is not any less than in the news of sighting relayed by an upright
person.
Rasoolullah  ﺹ ا  وﺱhad declared calculations as null and
void and termed testimony as having the status of certainty.
Thus the correct opinion is that it is not permissible to depend
and rely on astronomers.’
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(2) Fatawaa : The Ruling Regarding Sighting of the
Moon in the Morning and then Seeing it Again that
Evening, as well as The Status of A Testimony in
this Regard.
At the end of a month the moon certainly sets for a day or two
but the ruling regarding moon sighting is not based on this.
The Fatwaa is issued by Fazil Bareli explaining that: ‘If the
month has 29 days then the moon sets for one night and if the
month had 30 days then the moon sets for two nights.
It so happened that this morning before sunrise the moon was
sighted in the east and in the evening testimony was given for
having sighted the moon that evening, this will definitely be
accepted and there will be no objection that the moon was
present on the eastern horizon in the morning so how did it
become a crescent without setting first.
(This means that if the moon was sighted on the morning of the
29th day in the east then it was sighted that very evening in the
west and if a testimony was given it will not be rejected by saying
that this moon was present in the morning so how has it become
a crescent now. Rather such a testimony will be accepted)
He then quotes a Fatwaa from Raddul Muhtaar in support of
his own Fatwaa;
ت5JC;وب وS ا54# hYk رﺉ  ا1h l'B `ع ا3 !;B4 ﺱ\ وا$رﺉ !م ا
 إ لR$! E!| و5 آ' ه  اY 0$!;ؤ# 1D! 1ن ا آiG @# ;C #
' ﺹ;ﺡ اﺉ5 آ و, 5 !م واﺡG   ء1h  ﺡ3 ﺹ0$! رؤD'! E 0ا'<' أ
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م+ ب ا$ ر – آ$'ل ا'<' )رد اQ# ;ة3 E 0 أt+{ن ا# 4# ار:ا'@اه
( ص٢ج
After that he mentions the reasons cited by astronomy as to why
the moon cannot be seen in the evening if it is seen in the
morning and then states his conclusion, ‘It is for this reason that
astronomers say it is not possible for the moon to be sighted in
the morning and evening of the same day, however if it is sighted
then on what basis will it be denied because:
Indeed Allah has power over everything.

ٌ;ْ!5ِ َ e
ٍ َC 
 ُ َ آ.
َ إِن ا

He then emphasises his Fatwaa with another subheading;

(3) Fatawaa: ‘Shari’ah does not accept that the moon
cannot be sighted on the morning of 29th lunar
night.’ He then states his Fatwaa that, ‘Shari’ah
does not accept that the moon definitely sets on
the morning after the 29th lunar night.’
He then explains this by way of an example and rejects the
opinion of the astronomers in the light of Shari’ah. (Fatawaa
Razwiyyah Vol.18 Pg.461-465)
On page 469 he has a subheading that reads:
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(4) Fatawaa: ‘Shari’ah does not accept that the moon
does not set before Esha.’
He then mentions that Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اused to perform
his Esha Salaah at the time when the moon sets on the third
night. On the basis of this he issues a Fatwaa that by the moon
setting before Esha on the 3rd night of a lunar month whereby
the month was commenced by testimony on the sighting of the
moon it cannot be denied that this is not the moon of the third
night simply because it set before Esha.
He then explains further that by adopting this testimony there is
definitely no conflict with the Hadith. Rather it is in absolute
conformance of the teachings of the Hadith. Rasoolullah 0 .ﺹ ا
1 وﺱwould perform his Esha Salaah after observing that the time
has set in. Due to his common practice the Esha time was mainly
in conformance to this instruction. Even if we consider that his
time was always in conformance to the setting of the moon on
the 3rd night it will not imply that Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اhad,
even on one occasion, based the Esha time strictly on the setting
of the moon and neither did he regard it as impossible for the
moon to set later.
This does not imply that the testimony of a physical sighting of
the moon in relation to fasting can be overlooked. Fazil Bareli
then adds weight to his proof by quoting a reference from
Raddul Muhtaar, Chapter on Fasting Vol.2/Pg.100 and together
with this he also quoted the Fatwa by Moulana Abdul Hay
Lucknowi (Deobandi) in support of his opinion that the
testimony will not be rejected and that such an action will not be
in conflict with the Hadith mentioned.
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(5) Fatawaa: Is it Necessary for the Full Moon to
Appear before Sunset on the Fourteenth Day?
Fazil Bareli then sets up two subheadings entitled;

‘The full moon appears before the sunset on the 14th
day’ and ‘Appears after sunset on the 15th day.’ He
then goes on to reject these two ideologies by issuing
a Fatwaa stating, ‘Both these facts are unacceptable.’
He then gives examples of the moon having appeared before
sunset on the 15th based on testimony of witnesses (for its first
date) and expresses that such a testimony will not be rejected
on the basis of calculations by astronomers. This will rather be
the 15th day and the calculations of astronomers will be
rejected.
He then writes that the ignorant will exclaim that based on the
occurrence of the 1st of the month this is supposed to be the full
moon of the 14th.

In response he indicates that: `this is all hypothetical
ambiguous and vain talk and the ruling in Shari’ah is not based
on such facts ,because the Islamic Ruler, Judge or Aalim are not
bound to become aware of the actual reality as is known to
Allah since that would result in making them bound to discover
something that is beyond their ability.
Rather than that Shari’ah makes it obligatory on them to adopt
that which is proven by a proof acceptable in Shari’ah even
though the reality according to Allah may be different.
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Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اhimself had expressed that:
  ﻡ- ./01 2 ) ﻡ3 ن ا-# أن ی#. 6 و
ّ ن إ- 8 ﺕ#إ
<) ﻡ ر )روا9/  :9/;  ا1 <"8= ی1 >  ﻡ @ ا! ﺵA./ 1 : اﺱ
(% ﻡ أم ﺱ ) رﺽ ا ﺕE ا  وا )  أم ا
You people bring your disputes to me and it is possible that some
of you are more eloquent in presenting their case than the
others and I then pass judgement according to what I have
heard. If I pass a judgement in favour of any person against the
right of the other then he should not take it because that would
be a piece of the fire that I have granted him. (Ahmad)

(6) Fatawaa: Fazil Bareli then goes on to refute the
common belief that the day on which the 4th of
Rajab will appear will always be the same day on
which Ramadhaan will commence;
` It is apparent that this is not a fact of Shari’ah. Likewise it is not
necessary that the day on which the 1st of Ramadhaan will
commence will be the same day on which the 10th of Thul Hijjah
will appear. He then also mentions that at some point Ali 0 . ا9ر
had mentioned that the day on which we had commenced
Ramadhaan is the same as the day of Qurbaani (Ritual Sacrificial
Slaughter).
This was the coincidence of that particular year and not a
general law of Shari’ah as has been witnessed countless times
that the 1st of Ramadhaan and the 10th of Thul Hijjah were on
different days.
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(7) Fatawaa: He then also refutes the claim that not
more than four months of the year will have 29
days saying that;
‘This is also from those experiences of people or calculations
which Shari’ah does not rely upon. (Fatawaa Razwiyyah Pg.469474)

(8) Fatawaa: Under the subheading, ‘Certainty of a
fact due to common practice of the masses is not
beneficial.’
Fazil Bareli goes on to explain that certainty is of two
types:
1) That which is achieved through a method taught by Shari’ah.
2) That which is achieved through common prevailing practices.
Despite this method not being that of Shari’ah it gives one the
benefit of comfort and contentment based on it being
acceptable due to its prominence or through experience or
certain external indications.
Those who are not aware of the reality cannot differentiate
between these two and regard the second one as sufficient and
acceptable proof in Shari’ah whereas this is clear
misconception. An example of this is where Shari’ah has
stipulated a number with regards to testimony whereby it is
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necessary to have two men or one man and two women. Now if
a certain highly renowned pious saint of academic and spiritual
excellence has to give a testimony that a certain event took place
in front of him and he had physically observed it with his own
eyes then according to our common practice we would have
more regard, respect and confidence in his testimony than we
would in the testimony of possible 20 or 40 common people,
however we cannot accept his lone testimony because Shari’ah
demands that there must be two men to testify.
He then comments in conclusion of this point that: `Ulamaa
very often feel confident of the moon being sighted due to
apparent signs but due to the sighting not being proven
according to the demands of Shari’ah they do not pass the
ruling of it being sighted.
In a similar manner when the sighting of the moon is reliably
established in accordance to the principles of Shari’ah then
they will be compelled to rule that the sighting has been
established ``even though certain apparent factors make one
feel doubtful about it``.
It is at this point that the difference between an Aalim-ud-Deen
and ignorant person becomes apparent. When the factors are
against the ruling of the Aalim-ud-Deen, the ignorant raise
objection against the Aalim-ud-Deen, however he is fully aware
that the decision of the Aalim-ud-Deen is correct and it is
necessary for him to abide by such a ruling.
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(9) Fatawaa: Fazil Bareli then goes on to discuss the
Hadith that states that the two months of Eid do
not fall short whereby he comments saying that in
one year the months of Eid will not have 29 days
each.
Imaam Ahmad Ibn Hambal . ا0' رﺡmentions that if Ramadhaan has
29 days then Thul Hijjah will have 30 days and if Ramadhaan has
30 days Thul Hijjah will have 29 days and he then quotes the
Hadith from Bukhari (Vol.4/Pg.107) which states that the two
months of Eid will not have a total 58 days. Moulana comments
saying that the meaning of this according to researchers is that
this will be the result in the majority of cases, it is not a definite
rule forever. Imaam Tahaawi  ر  اmentions that we have
experienced for many years that both months of Eid had 29 days.
Despite these facts the Ulamaa have offered a better explanation
stating that this Hadith is in relation to the reward of the two
months. They will both have an equal reward regardless of either
having 29 days. The authenticity of the second Hadith is not
known and it is possible that the narrators related it in the
metaphoric sense. And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best.
Overall the notion is that it is not necessary for such facts to be
experienced at all times and even if they always occur the laws
of Shari’ah are not based on them.
And Allah Ta’aala Knows Best. He is the guide to the straight
path. May Allah Shower his Blessings and Mercy upon
Muhammad, The Leader of all Messengers and upon his Family
and Companions! (Fatawaa Razwiyyah V18-Pg.469-479Page | 91

The approval of renowned Barelwi and Deobandi
Scholars regarding the adoption of the Moon sighted
in Saudi Arabia
The approval of renowned Barelwi Graduate Aala Hazrat:
Moulana Ahmad Raza Khan rules regarding the adoption
of the moon sighted in Al-Haram Al-Sharif Makkah Saudi
Arabia as compulsory.

(10) Fatawaa for Question from Behraich, in Fatawaa
Razwiyyah V18-Masala 230;
If the Ramadhaan moon is sighted on the evening after the 29th
day of Sha’baan in Makkah Mukarramah or some other place far
from India and for example the moon is not sighted that evening
in Behraich but is rather sighted after completion of 30 days of
Sha’baan then will the residents of Behraich have to keep one
compensatory fast after receiving reliable news of its sighting?
Zaid says that it is not necessary to keep a compensatory fast
because the sighting of a far off place is not considered when the
moon is sighted in a nearby place. Amr holds the opinion that it
is necessary to keep one compensatory fast.

Ruling: The opinion of Amr is correct (that if the moon is
sighted at a place far from India like Makkah Mukarramah on the
29th of Sha’baan then it will be necessary upon the residents of
Behraich to keep one compensatory fast). The correct and
reliable opinion of our Imaams is that the difference in horizon
between places is not considered in relation to the sighting of
the moon for Ramadhaan and Eid.
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If the people in the East sight the moon then their sighting will
be binding on the people in the West and vice versa on
condition they receive the news of such a sighting through
reliable means. The following is a quotation from Durrul
Mukhtaar expressing what has just been mentioned with regards
to the difference in horizon between places:
Tى ا$R ا0 وT ﺉB'; اk اآ0 و:;  ا'@ه3$4 ;b \ ['ف اY$8ا

Deobandi Graduate Aala Hazrat Moulana Rashid
Ahmad Gangohi to follow Makkah (this is same ruling);
Rules in his Fatwa;
If the people of Calcutta sight the moon on Friday night whereas
it was sighted in Makkah Mukarramah on Thursday night but the
people of Calcutta were not aware of the sighting in Makkah.
Whenever they do find out about the sighting in Makkah being
a day before theirs they should have Eid on the same date as
Makkah and keep one compensatory fast for the first that they
missed. (Kawkabud Durriy Commentary on Tirmidhi Pg.336)
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E-Fatawaa:
The Questions sent by Hizbul Ulama UK to
Barelvi Muftiyan-e-Kiram
Respected Mufti .....................................................Esq,
Assalaamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakaatuh
Please answer the following questions. It will be a great pleasure
for us. Hope you keeping well. Remember us in your virtuous
Duas.
1. Question:
A. Can we start the fasting and stopping it on the
observatory’s prediction? Is it correct to celebrate the
Eid basis of the observatory’s calculation?
B. Will it be correct to link the witnesses to the
observatory? I.e. when the observatory predicts, then
the witnesses will be considered, otherwise not.
C. Is it acceptable that if 29th day the moon is not visible,
then the 30th day should be completed for the fasting
as well as for the Eid, irrespective of observatory’s
prediction?
2. Question:
A. For timing of Salaah, which one will be more reliable
between the observatory’s calculation and the sings?
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B. In case of dissimilarities between the observatory and
the sings which one should be followed?
Signature: Ya’qub Ahmad Miftahi
Secretary: Hizbul Ulama UK
•

Note: In Britain nights are very short in some months. In
those months redness in the horizon disappears within 2
hours time. The sun rises very quickly. Workers get very
little time for sleeping. It is hard to get up for Fajr. In this
instance, considering Isha time as non existence, is it
correct to read Isha one hour immediately after the
sunset? A scholar (an Aalim) gave a fatawa that in these
circumstances within a short period of time to read Isha is
acceptable, especially nights of April, May, June, July and
August. Following proofs he provided:
Some verses quoted from Quran and Ahaadith which
indicate the ease in religion is preferable than the
hardship.
NB: Readers must note that the answers regarding Salat
Times can be read in Salat Chapter- 3
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Following answers were received from Barelvi
Muftiyane Kirams
(11)

Mufti Shahaadat Hussain Razwi Darul Ifta
Mahalla Saudagaran, Bareli India
1. Answer :
A. Starting and ending the Ramadan is not acceptable by
relying on prediction. Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaid “keep
the fast on sighting the moon and stop it by sighting it
too. If do not see on 29th day then complete the 30th
day”. On this Hadith Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اrejected the
prediction and made condition to see the moon.
B. If witnessing is according to Islamic law, then sighting
will be acceptable, otherwise not. News or any other
Medias prediction will not be considered.
C. Yes, it is according to Hadith. Count the month
whether it is 29 or 30 days”. We are the illiterate
nation of illiterate Prophet. Why do we have to
count? Until the moon is sighted we will not listen to
anybody’s counting, writing or instrumental
analogies.

(12) Mufti Zainul Aabideen Sahib Jameaah Ashrafia,
Faizabad, India
1. Answer:
A. Those people who research about the sky and the
stars they with their own calculation say, so and so
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day the moon will be sighted, so and so date will be
29th and the other one will be 30th. Sometime their
calculations happen to be correct. According to them
the moon cannot be sighted until it is reaches to the
distance of 8 degrees from the sun and when it goes
to 12 degrees then the moon definitely become
visible. On 29th of Maghrib they will look in to the
horizon, if it is below than 8 degrees then they will say
the moon will not be visible. If it is 12 degrees or
above then they will say definitely the moon will be
sighted. Between 8 and 12 degrees it is the doubtful
time. That is why Shari’ah does not take it to under
consideration. So acting upon this prediction is
unacceptable.
B. Cannot depend on. For instance, they say on 29th
Sha’baan the moon will be sighted, so tomorrow is
the first Ramadan; but in the evening sky became
cloudy, no news received for sighting the moon. So it
is not the first day of Ramadan, it is called doubtful
day. Or if they say, it is not possible to see the moon
today, tomorrow definitely is the 30th Sha’baan; but
witnesses came across with reliability that the moon
had been sighted, then immediately it will be acted
upon. No attention would be paid towards them that
it was impossible to see the moon.
linked the fasting and breaking on
sighting of the moon. Bukhari and Muslim etc
reported by numerous Sahaabah that “keep your fast

C. Prophet

1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا
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by seeing the moon and break by seeing it too”. If the
sky is cloudy then fill up 30th days. We are obliged to
act upon it. Regarding calculation, Prophet 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا
rejected it by saying: “We are an illiterate nation. We do
not know how to write or count. A month will have either
29 or 30 days.(Bukhari, Muslim)

(13)

Mufti Muhammad Shareeful Haque Darul
Uloom Ashrafia, MubarakPur, India
A. Answer: Keeping the fast and breaking it or celebrate
the Eid on prediction of the observatory is
unacceptable. In Durre Mukhtar it is stated that
“cannot rely on the observatory”. Allah knows best.
B. It is not correct to link Shar’i witnesses to the
observatory’s prediction. Because it is like non
existence thing and witnessing itself is an Islamic legal
status.
C. If with certainty on the 29th day of Ramadan the
moon was sighted, then the next day Eid should be
celebrated. If the moon is not sighted according to
Shari’ah on 29th of Ramadan then the 30th fast must
be completed. In this case the observatory will not be
considered. Allah knows best.
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(14) Darul Ifta Darul Uloom Thaam, Dist. Bharuch,
Gujarat, India
1. Answer:
A. No, it is not acceptable to act on the observatory’s
prediction. Allah knows best
B. Baseless thing, it is to override on Shari’ah. Allah
knows best.
C. Yes, it is on Islamic principle.
Astronomers are those people who deal with the sky and
stars. With their own calculation they say, so and so day
the moon will be sighted, and this month will be 29 and
that one will be 30th day. Sometimes it becomes correct,
but in the authentic school it does not have any
significance; despite they may have numerous people to
proclaim that prediction.

(15) Mufti Muhammad Shabbir Ahmad
Darul Uloom, Shah Alam, Ahmadabad, Gujarat.
A. Answer; Sighting of the moon or witnessing it is the
precondition for beginning the fast or ending it.
Instrumental forecast or observatory’s prediction
cannot be relied upon. Hadith says “keep the fast by
seeing and break it by seeing too”. Allah knows best.
B. Never, their prediction has any value. Allah knows
best.
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C. If on 29th the moon is not sighted or no witnesses
came across then 30th day has to be completed
according to Hadith books.

(16) Mufti Muhammad Ya’qub, Jaami’ah Gulzare
Habeeb, Soldier Bazaar, Karachi 3, Pakistan
1. Answer (the moon sighting)
A. Calculation and prediction for the observatory is not
acceptable in Shari’ah. Because Islam gave precedence on
sighting than any other means. The observatory is a
scientific experimental charisma. The scientists
themselves say “it is not the last thing”. Every experiment
brings further changes or a new idea, and the new ideas
delete the previous ones. That is why Shari’ah does not
consider it. In the other side the Shari’ah rules, they are
permanent, they do not change the form by any
circumstances of environment. Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اlaid
down some rules regarding it. In this connection he said,
“Keep your fast by sighting the moon and break it by
sighting too”, this is clearly denying all kinds of
predictions.
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(17) Mufti Waqar Uddin
Darul Ifta, Darul Uloom Amjadia
1. Answer;
A. Nabi Kareem 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اput the ruling on sighting of the
moon. He said “keep your fast by sighting the moon and
break it by sighting too, if it is cloudy then complete the
30th day”. It is indicating that the desire of Allah and
Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اis to encourage common people for
sighting the moon, so they can perform Ibadah with ease.
People must not rely on some experts that if they commit
any mistake, therefore everybody’s Ibadah become
worthless. As the Shari’ah set condition for sighting of the
moon, hence it is obligatory to starts the fasting by seeing
the moon as well as celebrating the Eid too. Although it
goes against the observatory people.
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F-Other Fatawaa

(18) Moulana Muhammad Amajad Ali Razwi
Monthly Tayyibah, 1994, Ahmadabad, India
He says regarding (1) “the astronomical calculation”
that, if the observatory announces positive or
negative about moon sighting, it does not carry any
weight in Shari’ah, no matter how many people they
are, and how pious they may be. The Shari’ah
emphasises on sighting the moon with naked eyes, or
on its witnesses.

(19) Moulana Mufti Muhammad Shaafie Al- Hashimi
Ittihadul Ulama, Britain
No one is more loving than Prophet Muhammad 0 .ﺹ ا
1وﺱ. If he wanted he could have given the calendar for
entire life. He did not do that because of Ummah’s
blessing are hidden in the moon sighting.
The perpetual calendars made out for Arabian countries
like Egypt, Jordan and Arabian Peninsula, are not based
on Shari’ah. They are based on calculation. These
calendars are official use only. Unfortunately, celebrating
the Eid separately is a new corruption among Britain’s
Muslims. (Jang, London, 16 February, 1995)
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(20) Moulana Mufti Muhammad Saeed
Markazi Sunni Jama’at, Britain
Allamah Saeed Muhammad Saeed proved the fact that
the observatory’s counting on sighting the moon is
wrong. He compared the statement of Pakistan SPARCO
director Ishaq Mirza, who claimed that 8 January Monday
evening the moon should be sighted. In the contrary a
famous astronomer Samad Razwi said, it is impossible to
see the moon on that day. The individuals who emphasis
on the observatory, they are deceiving the Islamic nation.
Islam believes on confirmation and it is achieve by
sighting the moon itself or other person’s sightings who
witnessed it. (The nation January 1995)
He said, Hadhrat Moulana Ahmad Reza Barelvi stated the
rules of observatory for sighting the moon is imaginary.
Ptolemy, who is the founder of astronomy, spoke about
the entire space but did not mention the moon. It was
out of his capacity. Succeeding people made some rules;
sometime it gives positive result and sometime negative.
Our Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اtaught us easy way, which will
never be wrong. E.g. “we are an illiterate nation. Do not
know writing and counting. If you do not know whether
the month is 29 or 30, then fill up the 30 days”.
Literal meaning of Hadith is rejecting the calculation
about moon sighting. Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اdid not say if
you get confuse then ask the expert. Rather he said
complete 30 days. Imam Badruddin A’eeni says it is
predecessors’ unanimous performance that keeping the
fast by sighting the moon and breaking it by sighting too.
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(21) Moulana Mufti Munibur Rahman
The head of Moon Sighting Committee, Pakistan
Now a day some modern people say that, sighting
(rooyot) means knowing. We say (rooyot) sighting means
to see with the eyes. Consider the meaning of Knowing is
symbolic. According to Islamic Jurisprudence, symbolic
meaning cannot be taken, unless it is impossible to take
the real meaning. So we have to act on the real meaning,
i.e. to see with eyes.

(22) Moulana Tariq Mujahid Jehlaumi
Bradford, Yorkshire, UK
Sighting the moon is the basic criteria for starting the
Ramadan and celebrating the Eids. Ahaadith of the
Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اare verifying the subject matter. Entire
Muslim nation is performing the rituals from 1400 years
ago on this basis. So it is graded in the Shari’ah as
continuous action. Every continuous action has a special
rank in Islam. To go against it, is simply rejecting the
respected Ummah’s continuity. In other word the
authorities’ status is carrying on from 1400 years ago, you
have to change it other way around or you have to write
a new calendar regarding all Islamic performances in the
pages of history.
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History bear witness that when non-civilized nation over
powered the well cultured countries; they eventually
accepted the occupied country’s religion and faith. For
example, Germany and Hun nation in Europe and Mongol
and Arabian in mid Asia; when Arabs conquered Syria,
Egypt and Iran, they learnt from them constructions,
poems, crafts and various aspects of knowledge. They
never thought to allow something to put in the religion
from these nations. Muslims went through so much of
political disadvantages, hardship, lack of weapons etc,
but for a moment they never changed their religious
injunctions by reading Christian books.
Muslims Brothers,
Reject the astronomical calculation and Almanac. Do not
worry about non Muslim’s comments. Moon sighting is
Sunnah, hold it firmly.
According to scholars (Ulama) relying on calculation is like
relying on a rejected Ideas and imaginary rules. Consider
the observatories version is totally unacceptable and
doubtful, as Ulama, Muhaddithieen and Mufasseereen
has stated. Author of Ruhul Ma’anee said, “Causes of
distance and closeness between the sun and the moon is
unacceptable in Shari’ah. Ancient philosophers and
modern scientists who worked out the causes, none of
them are trustworthy”. (The Jang 23 May, 1993)
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(23) Mufti A.Rasool Mansoor Azhari & Imam Sardar
Ahmad Qadri (UK)
A renowned religious scholar and legal expert Sardar
Ahmad Qadri said, “I believe in neither any formula (by
overlooking the Prophet’s formula) nor any prediction”.
Disagreement took place in Britain because of pre
recorded calendars.
Acting on these calendars is
neglecting the teaching of Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwhich is
carried on from the blessed era. When there was no
observatory’s prediction in Britain, unity and harmony
used to be seen on the occasion of Eid. Question is: can
we put this unity in danger to enjoy one day’s holiday?
In Dewsbury (UK) a group of 6 Muslims, took an oath in
front of 14 other Muslims, (among them 3 were from the
Ulamaa and 1 local councillor) and said, they saw the
moon on Sunday between 4:35 -40 minutes in their
premises. After interrogating the witnesses these 14
Muslims proclaimed that we have a full confidence on
them. In this connection I spoke to Mufti Abdur Rasool
Mansoor Al-Azhari and asked him, basis of this witnesses
was it correct to celebrate the Eid on Monday? He
replied in affirmative and emphasised that it is 100%
correct to celebrate the Eid on that day.
Last couple a years in Europe a new misunderstanding
erupted among the Muslim immigrants, specially the
immigrants from the sub continent. On the occasion of
fasting and Eid it gets worst. When observatories’
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prediction came on the table, Muslims were relaying on
the neighbouring countries. But to taste the flavour of
easiness in the name of school holiday and the day off
from work people adopted the idea of observatory and
ignored the order which is revealed to Muhammad .ﺹ ا
1 وﺱ0 by the divine commandment.
The observatory’s calculation and the moon sighting
both demand the fasting should start and Eid must be
celebrated. That is why disagreement took place here.
Ahle Sunnah Wal Jamah Deobandi became two groups as
well as Ahle Sunnah Wal Jamah Barelvi too. Some say we
will follow the observatory’s calculation and others say
we will stand on the moon sighting procedure.
3-4 years it was carrying on like this. One group started
writing against another group in the news papers.
Witnesses for the moon sighting became targeted and
local enmity grew up. One news paper begun putting the
flame on the issue, so sectarian violence can break up.
Non Muslims started mocking the Muslims on the matter.
In the meantime Mr, Qadri received a phone call from
Belgium, “this year we were deprived of actual Eid
happiness.” Said the caller “ Reason being, our Eid was
fixed on specific day, but Moroccans and Algerians
majority decided to celebrate the Eid on Monday basis of
eye witnessing news received from respective countries
that moon was sighted on Sunday evening. But we were
firm on our decision. A Moroccan scholar (Aalim) asked
us “Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اaccepted the witnessing of
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Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan Bin Auf’s moon sighting alone
(when he was young), yet, no other companion had saw
the moon. But Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اannounced the
beginning of Ramadan.” Huge number of people saw the
moon in Morocco, Algeria and Egypt, why do we not
celebrate the Eid? Why do you insist of the formula?”
He continued “People left the Pakistan Muslim cultural
centre and joined the Moroccan Muslims. They
performed the Eid Salaah with them. The next day on
Tuesday when our Eid Jama’at started in the Masjidul
Aabideen, only handful people were present here.
Although the mosque was consist of 3 big halls and each
hall can accommodate 2500 to 3000 people. Normally Eid
time this mosque get full. But this time it was only 30 to
40 people. In fact they were the mosque committee
people and their family members. They could not enjoy
the Eid. Everybody was feeling sad. That is why we
decided to contact with Mr, Qadri”. (The Nation, January
1999)

Readers can judge that there is nothing different in Fiqh,
especially Hanafi School of Thought, the Barelvi or the
Deobandis. So why is there unrest within the Ahlus Sunnah wal
Jamaah?
Ulama and community leaders must resolve their differences in
the light of Islam and the Prophet`s  ﺹ ا  وﺱguide.
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Chapter – 3 of 3
Salat times & Astronomical Calculation Fatawa
by Barelvi Muftiyan-e-Kiram
" # $أة آ  ( ا'& آ+ان ا
“Verily Salaah is obligatory on its appointed time” Al-Quran

Times for Salaah and Observatory Degrees
Foreword:
Dear Respected Reader,
Assalaamu Alaikum Warahmatullah
The basis upon which Salaah times are determined:
Shari’ah accepts the time which is based on sighting by
the naked eyes. Similarly imaginary birth for a new moon
and rules applied for possible witnessing the moon also
has no significance in Islam.
Allah says;
( ;ةQ3 )ﺱرة ا
ِّ َْس وَا
ِ ِ 
ُ ِْ ََا
َ ِهِِ ُْ ه
َ ْ ا
ِ َ 
َ ََُْْ َ!
and the Scholars are well aware of the fact that the
astronomical calculations and degrees are not Prophet ﺹ
1 وﺱ0 . اsays ;
"ا#"ا وه# ه%&"ا وا#"ا وه# ه%&' و(  ' ا# ( )إ أﻡ) أﻡ
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We are an illiterate nation. We do not know how to write or
count. A month will have either 29 or 30 days.(Bukhari, Muslim Abu

“illiterate” are clearly
providing evidence for rejecting these means.

Dawood and Nasaai from Ibn Umar

'J . ا9ر

We have discussed the matter in the light of Prophet 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا
Sahaabah, predecessors and Ahle Sunnah Wal Jamah
Deobondites scholars’ Fatawaa in detail, the book “the birth of
new moon, history of astronomy and modern research”. In this
annex Ahle Sunnah Wal Jamah Barelvi Fatawaa will be included.
Some people think, “If the use of scientific instruments for
determining the Salaah time is permissible then why not it is
permissible for fasting and Eid. Why witnessing is the only
criteria here?” In fact witnessing is the main criteria for every
ritual. For example, to determine the 1st date of the Islamic
month depends on witnessing the moon by naked eye. Similarly
to determine the Salaah times depend on the movement of the
sun. But here Allah  وﺱ0 .ﺹ اdid not command us to see the sun
itself, rather we are ordained to see the atmospheric conditions
surrounding it, which is the result of sunshine. In short, for a new
month to see the moon is necessary while for Salaah to see the
sun is not necessary.
Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اdid not describe the clear signs for new moon
to determine the 1st date. If it was the case, then he would have
made the full moon standard criteria to start the new month.
Because, it is easy to calculate the days from the full moon as the
moon aluminates in this time with complete features.
It is Allah’s wisdom that why he commanded us to start from a
new moon instead of full moon. Month starts on sighting the
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moon and in case of non visibility 30 days have to be completed.
At the same time, it is Allah’s other wisdom that for Salaah times,
instead of sighting the sun itself we are ordered to look at the
conditions surrounding it.
So, both are two different matter. It is possible to see the sun
light and atmosphere surrounding it for confirming the Salaah
times, like Zohar, Asr, Maghrib, Isha and Fajr. In other hand it is
impossible to see the moon’s surrounding and become confident
for a new month.
That is why scholar say, we can act on scientific time but it must
not be opposite of practical sighting. Otherwise Salaah will not
correct. Details we spoke regarding this matter in our book
“correct time of Isha in Britain”. Anyway, Shari’ah does not
consider the Astronomical prediction and degrees for the Salaah
times and the new moon. Rather it takes privilege of sighting the
moon with naked eyes. Our aim is with this annex to fill up the
gap that Barelvi Ulamas opinions must be focused on in this
regard.
Dear Reader,
We read in Chapter 2 about Moon Sighting and Astronomical
Calculations by Fazil Bareli Moulana Ahmed Raza Khan. He said
the same as the Fatawaa from Deoband and Saudi Arabia.
Similarly what we stated before that according to Prophet .ﺹ ا
1 وﺱ0 and Sahaabah the Salaah should be performed at the time
when the signs are evident and the fasting will start when the
moon is sighted.
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In Britain lots of discussions are going on regarding this issue.
Under the supervision of Hizbul Ulama UK, in September 1987 to
August 1988 for the whole year Fajr and Isha times were
practically observed. Result shows that Salaah times do not
correspond with imaginary degrees, whether it is 18 degree or
15 degree. In fact there is a big gap between two degrees. So in
this connection 12th April 1988 in BlackBurn, Lancashire, UK a
meeting took place for the scholars (Ulama) and then again
another meeting held in 1989 2nd of January in the same place.
Following resolutions came out as a result of these meetings:
(!) There is a clear cut difference between practical
observation and scientific predicted degrees.
(!!) To set the Salaah times at 12, 15 or 18 degrees are
not valid.
(!!!) Instead of acting upon observatory’s scheduled
times sighting should be the main criteria. (For detail
see my books)
My books “SALAT TIMES & QIBLAH GUIDE” In English and
“BARTANIA ME ISHA KA SAHIH WAQAT” (two different Urdu
editions) are in the hands of many readers. Especially the English
book “Salaah times and Qiblah guide”, and is available on our
website www.hizbululama.org.uk and Dr. Khalid Shaukat’s web
site www.moonsighting.com too. This book consists of 366
pages.
Part 1 Fajar and Isha times & twilight (p 1-122)
Part 2 Salaah Times & Qiblah guide for towns and cities in the
UK (p 123-348)
Part 3 Analysis in Urdu (p 349-366)
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In these books It have proved in the light of the Quran and the
Hadith with references of Ahle Sunnah wal Jamah (based in the
Sahabas' way of life) that prayer times are not based on
astronomical calculations. Rather they are based on signs and
witness. Similarly Islamic month is 29 days, depending on moon
sighting; otherwise it is 30 days.
Times of worship (Salaah or fasting) are set by witnessing the
movement Sign of the sun and the moon by the naked eyes. For
instance, timing for Salaah, instead of seeing the sun itself the
deciding factor will be the appearance Sign by Sun`s rays in the
horizon.The Mushahadah (eye sighting) of the Salat time signs
are the main criterion to apply for prayer (Salat) time over
astronomical calculated Degree time. I have explained this point
widely in my books.
Every group of Ahlus Sunnah Wal Jamaah benefited from our
books, especially, Barelvi brothers, who contacted me after the
‘Salat Time’ books was published and demand for the book has
increased. It therefore transpired the importance to put forward
the opinions of the Barelvi Ulama and their Fatawaa in our
books. Consequently we added this booklet. Insha-Allah it will
draw Barelvi Ulamas’ attention and will be a great pleasure for
us.
Our main task by this book is to remind the Ahlus Sunnah Wal
Jamaah about the Islamic principles for establishing the Islamic
Months, and Salat Times to pray on time, this is the Prophet`s
method, and with it educating entire Muslims and bringing them
together on the path of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا. I pray to Allah
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Subhanahu Wata`aala to accept our effort and give us all hidayat
for Sirate Mustaquim. Aameen.
Maulvi Yaqub Ahmed Miftahi
General Secratory: Hizbul Ulama UK and Central Moon Sighting
Committee of Great Britain
10TH Rajab1430/3July 2009 Juma`ah

Here are the Fatawa from “fatawa Razwiyyah” by Fazil Bareli
Moulana Ahmad Raza Khan.

G-Fatawaa: Regarding the times for Salaah, Fazil Bareli
Moulana Ahmed Reza Khan issued the Fatawaa in
which he refutes the calculations of astronomy being
definite
(24) His Fatawaa for Times of Salaah;
(Mushahadah or degrees?)
Fatwaa`: Astronomical calculations about the
timing of Salaah He says
Some say, Subhe Kazib (false dawn) happens at 17
degree, some say at 18 degree while others say it is at 19
degree. Preferable is 18 degree. It is Chagmini`s opinion
too. Some stated that 15 degree is for subhe sadiq (true
dawn). Allamah Barjandi preferred this opinion with a
caption “it is said”. But Allamah Khalil Kamili fell in to
deception and accepted the idea that only 3 degree is
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different between two mornings. It is written in Raddul
Mukhtar with confirmation also`.
But all these opinions are baseless`. Shari'ah did not
specify anything about it.
Shari’ah indicated that the subhe kazib (false dawn)
happen when the rays are rectangular towards east and
west and subhe sadiq happen when rays are standing on
north-south direction. You do not have hard evidence to
confirm this measurement, only sighting will be helpful to
solve the problem out. Because sighting is the standard
evidence and beside this everything is nonsense.
Allamah Bareli then uses the Verses ن
ٍ َ3ْ ُِ# ;ُ َ'َQْ وَاl
ُ ْ'Bَ اThe sun
and the moon run on their fixed courses andٰ 1ِ َِْ4ْ اPِ ُ!Pِ َ4ُ!ْ ُ; ا5ِ ْQَ" 
َ ِٰذ
That is the decree of the All Mighty, All Knowing,
to refute the observatory-generated times for sunrise and
sunset based on the fact that more than one result is deduced
and regarded as definite though the formula used for
calculation is the same:
Allamah Raza Khan further proved with his own
encircling and said that subhe sadiq take place long
before 15 degree. His whole discussion can be
summarized with 3 points:
1. Standard criteria should be sighting. Prophet 0 .ﺹ ا
1 وﺱdid not specify any means. Commonsense does
not even give any clear picture about morning’s
appearance.
2. Sighting gives proper image for the times.
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3. If any rule has to make out it should be based on
sighting. Because Shari’ah and logic are silent about
it.
“7th part of the night is morning” is just a wrong idea. Experience
bear witness its non reliability. Allah knows best. (Fatawa e
Razwia v.10 p. 617 to 624)

(25) Fatawaa: Fazil Bareli Moulana Ahmad Raza Khan
says more (in Fatawa-e- Razwiyyah v.10 p. 617 to 624)
Question 263: is there any general law in Shari'ah to
determine the “Subhe Sadiq” (early dawn), without
looking to the sky. Or do we have to look at the sky and
confirm the Subhe Sadiq. In the book “KHAZANATUR
RUAYAT” says that 7th part of the night is the time for
Fajr. What does it mean?
Answer: for Salaah, fasting, Hajj, Zakaah, mourning
period for wife after husband had passed away, time line
after divorce and pregnancy etc are enforced with the
time set by the Shari’ah, I.e. sunrise, sunset, mid day,
days, month and the year. They are calculated on
observations. By using logic or any other means you
cannot simply confirm these times. Yes, there are lots of
means available to confirm the observation and sighting.
It is an Islamic excellent principle that it cannot force
human being to take the burden of calculating as “we do
not know writings and calculating”, says the Prophet .ﺹ ا
1 وﺱ0. (Abu Dawood).
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Two things made the subject clear, (1) The moon (2) the
sun. Changing of these two objects position make easy
for common people to trace the required times. Allah
says “We have made the night and the day as two (of
our) signs: the sign of the night have we made dark while
the sign of the day we have made bright that you may
seek bounty from your lord and that you may know the
number and count of the years: all things have we
explained in detail. (Quran 17:12).
In another place Allah says “they asking you about the
moon. Say, it is the sign for people’s time and Hajj)”
(2:90). Allah says “and eat and drink, until the white tread
of dawn appear to you distinct from its black tread; then
complete your fast till the night appears.” (2:187).
Prophet 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsays “keep your fast by sighting the
moon and break it by sighting too”. (Bukhari v. 1 p. 256)
Certainly, existence of the moon depends on its visibility.
(Dar Qutni Kitabus Siam P. 26). Causes for visibility and
non visibility of the moon are so many that they cannot
put in to table under a specific rule.
That is why Ptolemy did not discuss in his book the
visibility of the moon. He knew it is beyond his
comprehend. Although succeeding people tried to
explain the causes based on altitude, latitude and
longitude etc, but they themselves fell in a pit of many
disagreements. So where there is disagreement takes
place, you simply cannot make out any standard rule.
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Modern scientists spending too much times on
unnecessary issues. Unfortunately, they cannot provide
exact time for the visibility of the moon. They knew it is
out of their capacity. So our scholars said in this regard
“we will not consider the observatory’s statement. In
Durre Mukhtar it is said “observatory’s statement cannot
be relied upon.” (Durre Mukhtar v. 1 p. 148)
After that he was stating Astronomical calculations
about the timing of Salaah and said,
Some say, Subhe Kazib (false dawn) happens at 17
degree, some say at 18 degree while others say it is at 19
degree. Preferable is 18 degree. It is Chaghminee’s
opinion too. Some stated that 15 degree is for subhe
sadiq (true dawn). Allamah Barjandi preferred this
opinion with a caption “it is said”. But Allamah Khalil
Kamili fell in to deception and accepted the idea that only
3 degree is different between two mornings. It is written
in Raddul Mukhtar with confirmation also. But all these
opinions are baseless.
Shari’ah did not specify anything about it. Shari’ah
indicated that the subhe kazib (false dawn) happen when
the rays are rectangular towards east and west and subhe
sadiq happen when rays are standing on north-south
direction. You do not have hard evidence to confirm this
measurement, only sighting will be helpful to solve the
problem out. Because sighting is the standard evidence
and beside this everything is nonsense.
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Moulana Raza Khan further proved with his own
encircling and said that subha sadiq take place long
before 15 degree. His whole discussion can be
summarized with 3 points:
4. Standard criteria should be sighting. Prophet 0 .ﺹ ا
1 وﺱdid not specify any means. Commonsense does not
even give any clear picture about morning’s
appearance.
5. Sighting gives proper image for the times.
6. If any rule has to make out it should be based on
sighting. Because Shari'ah and logic are silent about it.
The 7th part of the night is morning” (S.S.) is just a wrong idea.
Experience bear witness its non reliability. Allah knows best.
(Fatawaa Razwia v.10 p. 617 to 624)
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H-Fatawaa:
Questions on Salaat Times to Barelvi Muftiyane-Kiram sent by Hizbul Ulama UK and the
following are the Fatawaa responses
Respected, Moulana Mufti .................................................. Esq.
Assalaamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakaatuh
Please answer the following questions. It will be a great pleasure
for us. Hope you keeping well. Remember us in your virtuous
Duas.
Question:
A. For timing of Salaah, which one will be more reliable
between the observatory’s calculation and the signs?
B. In case of dissimilarities between the observatory and
the sings which one should be followed?
Signature: Ya’qub Ahmad Miftahi
Secretary: Hizbul Ulama UK
•

Note:

in Britain nights are very short in some

months. In those months redness in the horizon
disappears within 2 hours time. The sun rises very
quickly. Workers get very little time for sleeping. It is
hard to get up for Fajr. In this instance, considering
Isha time as non existence, is it correct to read Isha
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one hour immediately after the sunset? A scholar (an
Aalim) gave a fatawa that in these circumstances
within a short period of time to read Isha is
acceptable, especially nights of April, May, June, July
and August. Following proofs he provided:
Some verses quoted from Quran and Ahaadith which
indicate the easiness in religion is preferable than the
hardship.
NB: Readers must note that the answers regarding Moon
Sighting can be read in Chapter 2
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(26) Mufti Shahaadat Hussain Razwi
Darul Ifta, Mohallah Saudagaran, Bareli
Answer:
A. A Priority should be given on signs and sightings.
B. B Between calculation and signs, signs will be taken
into account. Allah knows best.

(27) Mufti Zainul Aabideen
Jameaah Ashrafiyyah, Faizabad, India
Answer:
A. If the observatory’s counting based on sighting then it
is acceptable, otherwise not.
B. In case of dissimilarities observatory is unacceptable.

(28) Mufti Muhammad Shareeful Haque
Darul Uloom Ashrafiyyah, Mubaarakpur, India
Answer: (the times for Salaah)
The Mushahadah (sighting of Salat times) is preferable on
condition that the person must be trustworthy. Sky must
be clear, it must not be cloudy or fogy.
A question arises here, if for the Salaah times the
observatory is acceptable, then why not it is considered
for the fasting and for the Eid? This answer was given by
Imam Ahmad Reza that regarding the moon Shari’ah took
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in to account the sighting otherwise 30th day must be
completed. In the Hadith the word is used “FAIN
GAMMA” means if “the moon is hidden by cloud”. It is
indicating that the moon is appeared in the sky so high
that if there was no obscure then it would have been
sighted. Because of some kind of darkness it cannot be
seen. In this instance to fill up the 30th day is obligatory.
Sighting is the main criteria. Prophet’s 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اword
“we are an illiterate nation, do not know writing and
counting” made the topic clear that nothing should be
taken in to consideration except sighting. In the other
hand the time of Salaah, they are depending on sun rise
and sun set etc. Not on their sighting. That is why if it is
become known by any means that the sun is risen or set
then it will be acceptable to act upon it.

(29)

Darul Ifta Darul Uloom Thaam
Dist: Bharuch, Gujarat, India
A. Set the time for Salaah also depend on sighting. By
repeating of sighting makes the rule clear that
particular Salaah will be on that specific time. So it is
easy to confirm the time before the Salaah
commence.
B. Generally there will be no difference, but if anything
happen likes this, then sighting will be taken in to
account.
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(30) Mufti Muhammad Shabbir Ahmad
Darul Uloom Shahe Aalam,
Ahmadabad, Gujarat, India
A. The signs are described in the Hadith books;
Mushahadah of these signs will have the priority, not
the observatory’s calculation(Degrees).
B. In case of differences between the observatory and
the sighting, sighting will be given privilege.

(31) Mufti Muhammad Ya’qub, Darul Ifta, Jaami’ah
Gulzaar Habeeb Soldier Bazaar, Karachi 3
A. In this case, redness in the horizon takes time to
disappear, in other words redness does not totally
fade away, according to Hanafi school of thought,
before redness disappear Isha Salaah cannot be read.
Sleeping is not an excuse. Day is so long, it can be
cover up in the day. Allah knows best.

(32) Mufti Waqar Uddin
From Monthly Taybah, Shah Aalam, and
Ahmadabad, India
A.Lots of countries have disproportionate times for day and
night. Where there is sunrise and sunset every day takes
place, irrespective of night short or long Salaah must be
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performed at the due times. Maghrib and Isha will be
read according to Hadith.
You brought the topic of London etc places, Maghrib time
will be over when twilight disappears. Now, you saying
night is short, that is why you want to read Isha Salaah
after an hour of Maghrib. It is totally unacceptable in
Shari’ah.
In the morning to go to work everybody has to sleep
early, so Isha Salaah must be read in advance. Yet, you
are accepting the fact that after twilight there is time for
Isha Salaah remains. It means Salaah times must be
arranged according to workers requirements. A Muslim
cannot even think the most important worship should be
performed before time is commence, knowingly Allah
has ordered Salaah should be performed with its specific
times.
The Ahaadith you quoted, according to the scholars of
Hadith they are non practicable Ahaadith. Reporting
standard of these Ahaadith are questionable while the
other side strong Ahaadith are available. So practice will
be taken place on the strong Ahaadith.
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Fatawaa: I - An Important Extra fatawaa by
Deobandi Scholars & Important Argument;
Foreword
Imam Abu Hanifah  ر  اand the Testmony of one or
two Witnesses on Sighting the Moon when the Sky is
Clear
In accordance to the practice of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اImaam
Abu Hanifah . ا0' رﺡhas accepted the testimony of one witness for
Ramadhaan and two witnesses for Eid when the sky is clear.
An opinion of Imaam Abu Hanifah . ا0' رﺡhas been related on the
authourity of Hasan ibn Ziyaad . ا0' رﺡwhereby he says that Imaam
Abu Hanifah . ا0' رﺡdoes not regard it as necessary for a large
group of people to testify to having sighted the moon when the
sky is clear. This opinion has been preferred by Allaamah Ibn
Nujaim . ا0' رﺡin Bahrur Raaiq and Allaamah Shaami . ا0' رﺡin
Raddul Muhtaar.
It has been established that according to those Hanafi Scholars
who regard it as necessary for the moon to be sighted by a large
group of people when the sky is clear, they still conform to the
practice of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اin accepting the testimony of
one or two witnesses whereby they grant the Qaadhi the
discretion to pass judgement on the sighting of the moon if he is
satisfied with the testimony (even if the testimony if offered by
only one person).
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So, those people who reject the testimony of one or two
witnesses when their testimony does not conform to the theory
that forecasts the possibility of sighting the new-moon and they
base their rejection of such testimony on the fact some Hanafi
Scholars reject the testimony of one or two witnesses if the sky
is clear due to them regarding it as necessary for the moon to be
sighted by a large group of people in such a case.
It is absolutely clear that the reasoning of such people is based
on the doubtful and invalid calculations of astronomy, whereas
the testimony of one or two witnesses is proven from the
categorical texts of Shari’ah as has been discussed by the
Scholars of Ahlus Sunnah from among the Barelwi and
Deobandi ranks which specific reference to Moulana Ahmad
Raza Khan Barelwi and the Fatwaa of Moulana Ashraf Ali
Thanwi also indicates the same.
The fact that the calculations and theories of astronomy are
doubtful and invalid is sufficient to prove that any analogy
made in favour of it is invalid. Thus, it is established that the
new-moon theory and its related calculations pertaining to the
possibility of sighting the new-moon do not qualify in any
degree as a proof recognised by Shari’ah.
There are certain people who do not accept the testimony of one
or two witnesses who claim to sight the moon on the evening
after the 29th day on the Lunar calendar when it is not possible to
sight it according to the new-moon theory and related
calculations of astronomy. They rather make an analogy and
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stipulate that the moon, in such a circumstance, should be
sighted by a large group of people.This analogy of theirs happens
to be invalid for three reasons:
(1) The first reason is that they base their analogy on the fact
that the Hanafi Scholars do not accept the testimony of only one
or two witnesses when the sky is clear but rather stipulate that
the moon should be sighted by a large group of people and those
who wish to use the new-moon theory cite the reason for the
Hanafi Scholars doing so because this results in the witness being
suspicious of lying. However, we find that the Hanafi Scholars
have not mentioned this as their reason for stipulating this
condition but they rather refer to this as being an error in
sighting by the witness and not a suspicion of lies (as will be
explained in the Fatwaa of Mufti Abu Zafar Deobandi). There is a
great difference in a person being mistaken and him being a liar.
A person may be speaking the truth but he may not be aware of
some genuine reason for his statement being in wrong and this
does not make him a liar.
An example of this is the person who testified to Second Khalif
Hz.Umar 0 . ا9 رthat he had sighted the moon and in his
statement he was honest. However when he was instructed to
rub his eyes and look again he admitted that now he could not
see the moon. His first statement whereby he stated that he
could see the moon was because there was a hair from his
eyebrow hanging over his eye and it looked like the moon so he
was not lying, but had rather erred. However when he was
made to rub his eyes and look again he realised that what he
seen was a hair from his eyebrow and he admitted to not having
seen the moon. Thus his statement was incorrect but not a lie.
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(2) The second reason is that the Jurists have ruled that if the
testimony of any witness is rejected by the Qaadhi for any
reason the witness will still have to keep a Fast (if the sighting
was for Ramadhaan). This is because the Jurists believe that this
witness is true in his testimony but on the basis of a possibility of
error they do not make his testimony binding upon the general
masses for the compulsion of Fasting.
(3) The third reason is that the basis of their analogy is
something that is invalid since they wish to make an analogy to
for the use of the new-moon theory and astronomy based
calculations which are in themselves doubtful as well as invalid,
whereas testimony of a witness is proven as valid from the
categoric texts of Shari’ah. This has been established from the
rulings of Scholars of the Ahlus Sunnah with specific reference to
Moulana Ahmad Raza Khan Barelwi as well as Deobandi Scholars
as will appear ahead in the Fatwaa od Mufti Abu Zafar Deobandi.
This becomes further clear in the Fatwaa of Moulana Ashraf Ali
Thanwi whereby he states that the new-moon theory and its
related astronomy based calculations do not have any degree of
acceptance or validity in Shari’ah.
In addition to this, the use of doubtful and invalid sciences, such
as the new-moon theory and its related calculations as a basis to
prove something outlined rather explicitly by Shari’ah is
sufficient to indicate that such an analogy is invalid and
incorrect.
Thus the new-moon theory and its related calculations and
forecasts do not qualify as a proof recognised by Shari’ah even if
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it is taken to be the basis for establishing the physical sighting of
the moon,
(A) As is said, ‘We also recognise only the ‘Muhaqqaq’ (Reliably
Established) sighting of the moon and not the calculations
of astronomy.’ Well, if that is the case then what is implied
by the word ‘Muhaqqaq’ (Reliably Established)? Is this some
clause derived from the Qur’aan or Hadith? Not at all! It is
rather that same system that was regarded as rejected by
Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwhich has now assumed the name of
the “New-moon Theory and the Laws Pertaining to the
Possibility of Sighting the New-moon”.
(B) Alternatively it is stated that, ‘Only the sighting of those in
the East should be applicable to those in the West (and not
vice-versa). The generality of the Hadith quoted by the
Muhadditheen (Scholars of Hadith) and Fuqahaa (Jurists)
which states that the beginning and end of Fasting should be
done upon sighting of the new-moon, allows for those in the
East to adopt the sighting of those in the West and viceversa as well. This view has been fully supported by our
Pious predecessors from the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jamaa’ah
with specific to the Fataawaa of Deobandi and Barelwi
Scholars (in addition to the fact that the new-moon theory
and its related calculations are invalid in Shari’ah) as has
been discussed earlier.
The Scholars of Islam are aware that Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ اhas
flatly rejected the calculations of astronomy with regards to
establishing the new-moon. This fact has been expressed in the
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Fataawaa of the Scholars of Ahlus Sunnah Wal Jamaa’ah
mentioned earlier. It is for this reason that the Fuqahaa (Jurists)
from that era onwards did not even allow the use of such
calculations and theories as a guide.
It is thus surprising that some people regard the theories and
calculations of astronomy as invalid yet at the same time they
also regard it as a valid pre-condition for the acceptance of a
testimony by using it as a guide or gauge to determine the
genuineness of a witness. They say that, although these
calculations cannot be used to prove the sighting of the moon
and according to the vast majority of Scholars they cannot even
be used to reject any sighting of the moon; it is nevertheless
permissible to use these calculations to remove the possibility of
the witness lying.
They then also state that just as the Hanafi Scholars stipulate
that the moon should be sighted by a large group of people
when the sky if clear, in the manner, in order to remove the
possibility of the witnesses lying we also stipulate that the moon
should be sighted by a large group of people on such a day
wherein it is not possible, according to the calculations and
theory of astronomy, for the moon to be sighted. This is done so
that any Aadil witness would be safe from the suspicion of lying.
In the light of these issues we thus sought to establish from
Mufti Abu Zafar Saahib whether it is permissible to make an
analogy in this manner. The following Fatwaa was received in
response to our query:
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The following questions were sent by the Central
Moon sighting Committee of Great Britain to Mufti
Abuzafar Deobandi Hafezahullah.
Respected Mufti Abu Zafar Deobandi
0" ;آ# و. ورﺡ' ا1D مY ا
We are presenting a question to your respected self before
which we wish to bring to your attention the following
introduction:
1. In Saudi Arabia the new-moon is established in accordance to
the instruction and practice of Rasoolullah B whereby they
suffice on one witness for the start of Ramadhaan and two
witnesses for establishing the new-moon for both Eids.
2. According to the Hanafi Math-hab, due to the witnesses
being suspected of lying or due to the testimony being
doubtful, they add the condition that the new-moon should
be sighted by a large group of people together with the
primary condition of them being religiously upright.
(A) In justifying this deduced ruling of the Hanafi Math-hab
which is contrary to the instruction and practice of
Rasoolullah B it can be said that, ‘Because all the Sahaaba 9ر
1J . اwere religiously upright, Rasoolullah B thus sufficed on
their Imaan as a gauge for the truth of their testimony. He
did not stipulate the condition of them being “religiously
upright”.’ He then accepted the testimony of any Sahaabi
(Companion) based on his Imaan (Faith). However after this
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period which was the best of eras the Fuqahaa then added
the condition of witnesses being “Religiously Upright” to
serve as a gauge and assist in repelling the false testimony
doubtful testimony of any witness.
(B) In the light of the above mentioned reasoning of the Ahnaaf
we find that now the calculations of astronomy are also used
as a gauge and guide in rejecting the testimony of any
witnesses who claims to have sighted the new-moon on the
evening after the 29th day of a lunar month if such a sighting
is in conflict to the calculations forecasting the possibility of
sighting the new-moon on that evening. This rejection is
based on the possibility of the witness being false or his
testimony being doubtful.
(C) In such a circumstance the testimony of one, two or a few
witnesses is rejected on the basis of suspicion and the
sighting by a large group of people is regarded as necessary.
Conclusion:
The testimony of a large group serves as a gauge to prove the
truth of the matter with certainty and is similar to the testimony
of one individual whose testimony is regarded as true based on
the practice of Rasoolullah B. Whereas the calculations of
astronomy are not only in open conflict with the texts of Shari’ah
but they have also been rejected by the Qur’aan and Hadith. In
addition to this, the Jews and Christians have been using their
own lunar from even before the era of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 .ﺹ ا
(refer to the note below). Rasoolullah B rebuked those who adopt
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the ways of the Jews and Christians by saying, ‘Whoever
emulates a nation is from them.’
Note:
It should be noted that the astronomy based calculations
referred to above are those theories formulated by Metone in
431 BC. These theories were then adopted by Haleel II, the
Highest ranking Jewish Rabbi at Baitul Muqaddas, Jerusalem, in
the year 358 CE, whereby he gave up the simple manner
practiced by the Prophets and made these theories part of the
religion. To this date the Jews and Christians still base their
Religious Dates on the Religious Lunar Calendar which is based
on the theory of the new-moon being present on the horizon,
with the possibility of being sighted.
It is not a hidden fact to the Scholars or Islam that Rasoolullah ﺹ
1 وﺱ0 . اwas sent to this world to do away with the previous
ideologies based on ignorance. In addition to this, it is also
apparent that the Jews, due to their knowledge of astronomy
calculations, would ask the Sahaabah 1J . ا9 رas to why the
moon would appear in different sizes and at times remain hidden
from our sight. The Sahaabah 1J . ا9 رwere then compelled to
approach Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اseeking an answer to these
queries. In answer to this Allah revealed the following Verse:
ِِه
َ ْ ا
ِ َ 
َ ََُْْ َ!
They ask you about the (phases) of the moon…….
The answer from Allah diverts their attention from the actual
subject of the question and rather draws them to the simple and
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natural system of physically sighting the new-moon. When
Rasoolulah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اsaid ;
k k اG  مJ#_ ا5Q@ا وD@ا وهD@ا وهD; هJB ا:  E و:$D E إ أ أ
– ٢٥٦ ص١ رى جM3 اt+ )اhYh  "' م4! @اD@ا وهD@ا وهD; هJBوا
(٣٤٧ ص١ ج1 ' t+ا
We are an illiterate nation who do not write or count, he literally
denounced the astronomy based system of the Jews and His
physical practice was also such that despite the fact that the
Jews who lived in Madinah knew how to engage astronomy to
calculate the phases of the moon, Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اdid not
seek assistance from them I determining the new-moon.
After this introductory note, the following questions are posed:
1. Have the Jurists of the Hanafi Math-hab regarded the sighting
of the moon by a large group as necessary? Why have the
Jurists of the other Mathaahib not regarded it as necessary? It
is true that if the moon is not sighted by a large group of
people in accordance to the conditions outlined in Hanafi
books of Jurisprudence (Fiqh) then the Qaadhi has the
discretion to pass judgement on the moon being sighting if it
was seen by such a person whom he trusts to be truthful.
2. Can the new-moon theory be used to determine the truth of a
person who claims to have sighted the moon on the basis that
it serves the same purpose as the requirement stipulated by
Hanafi Scholars for the moon to be sighted by a large group of
people in clear weather condition.
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3. In the light of the above-mentioned conclusion and note will it
be correct to regard the use of astronomy based calculations
as an ‘assistance’ and confer it with the status of being a
‘Gauge’ in Shari’ah due to it serving the same purpose as the
condition set by Hanafi Scholars for the moon to be sighted by
a large group of people in order to prevent witnesses from
lying.
4. If, according to astronomy based calculations, sighting the
new-moon is not possible on the evening after the 29th day of
a Lunar month, will it then be permissible to reject any
witness or testimony regarding the sighting of the moon on
such an evening or to stipulate that it will only be accepted if
it was sighted by a large group of people. This all being despite
the fact that such calculations are not recognised by Shari’ah,
not definite and only a supposed theory.
Moulvi Ya’qub Ahmad Miftahi
2 Jumaadal Ukhraa 1430 AH
13 June 2009
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The Fatawaa by; Mufti Abu Zafar Deobandi (Birmihgham UK)
Answer: The Fatawaa :
(1) According to the some Hanafi Jurists if the sky is clear the testimony of
one or two religiously upright persons will not be accepted but it would
rather be necessary that the moon be sighted by a large group of people.
The Jurists of the other Mathaahib do not differentiate between a clear
and overcast sky whereby they regard the sighting by one or two
religiously upright witnesses, in both cases, as acceptable and a definite
and binding proof. It has been narrated from Imaam Abu Hanifah . ا0'رﺡ
that the testimony of two witnesses will suffice to establish the sighting of
the moon. Allaamah Ibn Nujaym  ر  اhas preferred this opinion in
Bahrur Raaiq whereby he states that this narration should rather be
adopted because the people are too lazy for sight the Hilal in this era
that we live in (I`m (MAZ) saying now a day people like to see the Hilal
into the TV screen , Internet instead of seeing at the Horision .They try to
go back to the Astronomical Calculation to be fee from the obligatory
Sighting!).Allaamah Shaami  ر  اstates that this narration negates the
basis for the ruling mentioned in `Zaahirur Riwaayah `and it will no
longer apply. So, Fatwaa will rather be issued on the narration under
discussion. N@'  ه4 ا3!; ﺡ|  ل و3 اG  رخ$8! وا5 هB# R$D! 0و ا_ م أ
;ى )ا;د8 ;وا! ا#  ء$G_ ا4$G !  ه; ا;واR$ G  B و ل اT ز  اG !ا;وا
(١٠١ ص٢ر ج5( \ اRaddul Muhtaar Vol.2/Pg.101)
This difference between the Mathaahib does not, in any
way, imply that the these Hanafi Jurists have given preference to
their deductions over the instruction and practice of Rasoolullah
1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اwhereby they regard it as necessary for the moon
to be sighted by a large group of people and in so doing reject
the testimony of one or two witnesses.

The actual basis of this difference is that the narrations
that relate to the testimony of one or two Aadil witnesses
being accepted are regarded by these Hanafi Scholars to refer
to situations whereby the sky was not clear, whereas the
Scholars of the other Mathaahib regard these narrations to
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refer to situations that general whereby the sky is clear or
overcast.
1. The unrealistic reason of this condition being stipulated by the
Hanafi Scholars due to the possibility of the witnesses lying
or them being suspected of lying is not found in any of the
reliable books on Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence) and is
tantamount to interpreting the statement of a person in
such a manner that he would not appreciate….. ‘If only one
or two witnesses testify to having sighted the moon whereas
the sky is clear and no one else managed to see it then their
testimony will not be accepted due it the moon not being
sighted by any others and not because the witnesses are
regarded as liars or suspected to have lied.’
The great difference between an error and a lie is rather
apparent to Scholars of Islam.
' 3 ` 1JJ ;ؤ! \ "ﺝ# ;RS ا1< ا#  ;دR$ ن ا5; ااﺡ38 3Q! YG
1 هI  اة1 AوﺕH ر وإن ﺕ+# اYم ا' \ وﺱ5 ;ضG \ 0 ه إ0"ﺝ
(١٠٠ ص٢ ر ج$M'ر ا5 )ا9J
5;د ااﺡR" 5!;! E KLه ا- ا  یN@ هk G ! ;ؤ# ;دR$ ن ا0 t$R اGو
#  1;ه3M# 14\ اQ! 1  ;دR"  ا';اد# $  وهh_ل ا3  دG Eوإ
(٢٥٢ ص٢ جt$R )اfﺉYM  ا1JG 49أ
The news of sighting the moon by one person will not be
accepted because the fact that he was the only person to have
sighted the moon despite a whole group of people searching for
the moon in the same direction that he was looking in the
condition that there was nothing obstructing them (the sky was
clear) and their eyesight was in order, though differing in
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sharpness (strength) all proves that he was in error (and not lied).
(Durrul Mukhtaar Vol.2/Pg.100).
This does not mean that only the testimony of one witness is not
be accepted and if there are two such persons then it would be
accepted, but rather this implies that the testimony of such
people who are be regarded as alone in this sighting when
compared to the multitudes who did not see the moon (despite
the conditions being favourable).
It is thus incorrect to use the new-moon theory to reject the
testimony of one or two witnesses who testify to having sighted
the moon on the evening after the 29th day, simply because their
sighting is not in conformance to the theory that forecasts the
possibility of sighting the moon and then to justify the rejection
of such a testimony by likening the formula of this theory to the
unauthentic and absurd interpretation of ‘the possibility of lies
or suspicion of lies’ offered as the reason why these Hanafi
Scholars regard it as necessary for the moon to be sighted by a
large group of people when the sky is clear.
This means that it cannot be argued that since these Hanafi
Scholars keep themselves covered from the witness being a
suspect of lying by stipulating that when the sky is clear then it
is necessary for the moon to be sighted by a large group of
people so we are also keeping ourselves covered from the
possibility of the witnesses being liars or suspected liars by
regarding it necessary for any testimony to be in conformance
to the new-moon theory.
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It also cannot be argued that since the Hanafi Scholars reject the
testimony of one or a few witnesses if the majority of people did
not sight the moon under the same conditions as them then the
new-moon theory is also something very apparent and any
sighting not in conformance to it should also be rejected. This
argument is not valid because there is no consistency in this
theory whereby astronomers differ greatly among themselves,
thus this theory is not equal to the reasoning adopted by the
Hanafi Scholars.
2. The use of astronomy based calculations as well as the newmoon theory cannot be used to reject the testimony on the
pretext that he it proves him to be a liar or suspicious of
lying and neither can it be used to accept any sighting.
This means that it can never be implied that since the
testimony is not in conformance to the new-moon theory thus
it will be rejected. In the same manner it cannot be said that,
according to the new-moon theory, since there is a possibility
of the moon being sighted thus the testimony should be
accepted.
This is all because the testimony of a Aadil person qualifies
as a definite proof in Shari’ah whereas the new-moon theory
and all the observations of astronomers are not apparent
facts but rather intricacies of astronomy. The definition of
something apparent is that is should be equally possible for
the learned as well as illiterate to understand whereas this is
not the case with this theory and its related calculations.
Thus it cannot be regarded as an accepted proof to any
degree.
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In addition to all this detail the theories of astronomy and the
formulas relating to the possibility of sighting the new-moon
have been regarded as unreliable when determining the sighting
of the moon. The Jurists of Islam have mentioned the following
in this regard:
1D اf4" R! "hYh ة54{آ'ا اG 1D 1b نiG" مY  ا0 0 ; ه#
 رﺝ\ م5 ﺱا اه ا ب وG  لQ   ذ14! 1D إذ  آ ن اY  ب أﺹ#
9 Q  ل ا1J$QG ء اJQR ا4#  Q وG ا;وا1 ذ وهG ; $إ أه ا
4 )اT ` ا# :ة ه @هP!P# # و ل ا1J < ﺡt + وإﺝ' ع ا  ا:1JG
(٥٠ ص٨ج
Rasoolullah B stated, ‘If the moon is not visible (due to cloud
cover, haze, dust etc.) then complete the month with thirty
days.’ The apparent meaning of this Hadith totally negates the
possibility of basing the sighting of the moon on astronomy
based calculations because if the sighting of the moon could be
established in that manner then Rasoolullah B would have
instructed us to ask the astronomers. The Rawaafidh (Shi`eah)
have however adopted this method... Qaadhi Iyaadh . ا0' رﺡstates
that the consensus of our pious predecessors is sufficient as a
proof against them. Ibn Bazeezah . ا0' رﺡstates that such an
opinion is invalid. (Al-Ainee Vol.8/Pg.50)
4G B ﺱ;!  ا#  س34 ا#ف  ا ﻡ ا  وا9  ب ﻡ#   ل5و
P!8 # اQ 5ف و9  ﻡNل ا  ا ( ی/ 5QG h5  3$ #وا
(٢١٥ ص٤ رى ج3 اt$G) رJ'< ا0  4G Bاد  ا5
Mutarrif ibn Abdullah  ر  اwho was a Taabi’ee, However Ibn
Abdul Barr  ر  اsays that it is not reliably related from
Mutwarrif . ا0' رﺡto use culclation... The more prominent opinion
related from Imaam Shaafi’  ر  اconforms to the opinion of the
Majority of Scholars. (Fat-hul Baari Vol.4/Pg.215)
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"ﺝ' عE #" 1J ;3$4! E وt+ ا:  @هEو5  و$'ل اQ# ;ة3 Eو
 أى0 أ$'ل اQ# مP! YG ;J اG و0 R  ب# '4!  أن1<'  !<زEو
أن... حW!E اG ' آt+ اG Eو5  ا ' ء  آ@ا وإن آ اG نD! لYJا
  ' ﺝ0 N ;دود ردD3  ا0   وQ اP  رعB اJP  دةJBا
 ر \ رد$M'ر ا5 )اT اD # N S أ#  ا ب5'$4! 1  رعB أن ا... !;8{$'ا
(١٠٠ ص٢ ر ج$'ا
The opinion of astronomers is not accepted even though they
are Aadil and it is not permissible for astronomers to practice on
their personal opinions. In Nahr it is mentioned that the opinion
of astronomers does not necessitate that the moon will appear
in the sky on a certain night. This is despite the astronomers
being religiously upright as is mentioned to be the correct
opinion of the Math-hab. Shari’ah has regarded physical sighting
of the moon as definite and what Imaam Subki has stated has
been refuted by a group of latter-day Scholars. …Shari’ah has not
given consideration to the opinions of astronomers but has
rather refuted it totally. (Durrul Mukhtaar Vol.2/Pg.100)
3. The detail to this ruling according to these Hanafi Scholars is
that if the sky is clear then the testimony of only one or two
witnesses will be rejected though they are Aadil. This will not
be on the basis of the new-moon theory but rather due to the
fact that the apparent reality is against them in that the
majority had failed to sight the moon despite the conditions
being equally favourable for all to sight it.
Other Ahnaf says; If the sky is not clear their testimony will be
accepted and the new-moon theory will, in any case, be
disregarded. According to the other three Imaams of Fiqh . ا0'رﺡ
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the testimony of the witnesses will be acceptable whether sky is
clear or not and the new-moon theory will be disregarded.
Allah knows best
(Mufti) Abu Zafar
15 Rajab 1430 AH
08 July 2009

Fatawaa by; Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanvi
He says  ; ر  اIt is incorrect to use astronomy based calculations
and principles laid down by scientists or astronomers (new-moon
theory etc) as a basis for determining the sighting of the moon. It
is not permissible to give a definite ruling on a date or to stipulate
it simply on the strength of astronomy based calculations.
The reason for this is that, firstly, the principles and theories of
astronomy are doubtful and inconsistent. However, even if they
are taken to be absolutely correct then Shari’ah has not given any
consideration to them at all. The Hadith wherein Rasoolullah .ﺹ ا
1 وﺱ0 said that ‘we are an illiterate nation that does not write or
count’ serves to reject the science of astronomy. (The Ruling of
Shari’ah on the Calendar Pg.49)
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Conclusion:
Unlike the Rawaafidh The Shi’a as well as the Ahlul Kitaab (Jews
and Christians), we tend to repeatedly claimed about the
practice and system of Rasoolullah 1 وﺱ0 . ﺹ اand His Noble
Companions adopted by our Pious Predecessors and go about
adopting the calculations of the Rawaafidh and the Jews and
Christians who have earned the anger of Allah and despite this
we proclaim to be Sunni, Hanafi, Deobandi, Thanwi Ahlul Hadith
,Salafi or Barelwi. In such a case we have definitely become from
those who adopt such calculations and theories and in order to
achieve our true identity we should, together with Praying
(making Du’aa) unto Allah for guidance, have the courage and
strive to live up to the claims we make.
O Allah Guide Us To The Straight Path. The Path of Those Whom
You Have Favoured and who go not astray - Aameen
NB: The Fatawaa ends here. If you want to see more Fatawa on this
topic please go to our web site and click on our latest book `` The Hilal
Judgment on Moon Sighting According to Shari’ah , The History of
Astronomy & The Latest Research`` in English or in Urdu ``Shar`ea
Thuboote Hilal, Tarikhe falakiyyat aur Jadid Tahqique`` and `` Thuboote
Hilal New moon Theory aur Darul Uloom Karachi ka Fatwa ``.
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Reader Can see more on our web site www.hizbululama.org.uk
about moon sighting and Salat Time in our Books:
The Author's other books are, Fajr & Isha Times and Twilight /
Salat Times & Qiblah Guide for Towns and Cities in the United
Kingdom,
`The Shara`ee Thuboote Hilal aur Namazon ke awquat (Urdufatawa of Barelvi), Bartanyah main Isha ka sahih waqt, (Urdu)
and, Aalamat-e-Mazahib aur music ka falsafa (Urdu and
Guajarati), Sharaee Thuboot -e-Hilal, new moon theory aur Darul
Uloom Karachi ka Fatwa (Urdu) and others.
The Hizbul Ulama UK (The Society of Muslim Scholar in UK) and
Central Moon Sighting Committee of Great Britain was
established in 1403H/1984CE by Ulama-e-Deen of Britain.
Since then both organisations are working towards clarifying and
helping Muslims in issues such as Masail of Ibadat (rules of
worship), Salat and fasting times, supporting and alleviating the
day to day problems of Muslims whilst practising their religion.
Hizbul Ulama played a vital leadership role in exposing the
blasphemy of Mardood Salman Rushdi in his book Satanic
Verses. Subsequently, Hizbul Ulama raised awareness amongst
Muslims to protest and demonstrate against the Satanic Verses.
In direct consequences of the Satanic Verses, the author of this
book was one of five person delegation of the UK Action
Committee on Islamic Affairs, which attended and submitted a
resolution dossier against the Satanic Verses in the 18th
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Organisation of Islamic Countries (OIC) Foreign Ministers
conference in 1989, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

The Author's books: ``Hilal Judgement in The Light of
Sharia`h, The History of Astronomy & The Latest Moonsighting
Research``, Britianiya me Isha ka sahih waqt (Urdu), Aalamat-eMazahib aur music ka falsafa (Urdu and Gujurati), Sharea
Thuboote Hilal, The Fatawa of Deobandi Barelvi Schoolers
(Urdu), The Shari’ah Moon Sighting, Salat Times & Astronomical
facts (in 3 Chapters) -Devbandi-Barelvi Maqtab and Awqat-eNamaz Fatawaa (English), Falakiyat wa Sharee Thuboot-e-Hilal
(in 5 parts)–Devbandi-Barelvi Maqtab aur Awqat-e-Namaz
Fatawaa (Urdu) and others.

____________________
_____________
______
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FATAWAA ON INTRICATE CONTEMPORARY MATTERS
Compiled by: MOULANA MOOSA KARMADI LONDON, UK

A very vast collection of rulings on intricate matters in two
large volumes compiled from the published as well as
unpublished scripts of Fataawaa including `` Shar`ie moon
sighting on the eve of Shar`ie 29th for first Hilal of months and
Salat Times`` issued by the honoured Mufti Scholars of India,
Pakistan and Britain.
Available in both Urdu and English in seprate 2 volumes
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ـ  ا ا ـ اـ

Defrances between Experts of Astronomy!
In my other book, used as a reference, we sighted the crecent of Zulhaj 1409 on
the eve of 3rd July1989 Saturday after 11 hours 15 mins theoretically
calculated new-moon birth whilst in Madinah Munawwarah KSA and also
mentioned the telephone conversation I had with Propheser Bernard Yallop.
Someone in Britain forwarded this reference to an expert in astronomy
calculations, Dr.Khalid Shaukat at America seeking his opinion. It has been
several months to date that the person who sent the query sent me an email of
Khalid Shaukat’s response in which he has attested to the truth of the sighting
in very strong words i.e. Kalid Shaukat said it was possible to sight the moon
when we did. This, despite the fact that other astronomers, using the theory of
prediction, state its impossibility.
Conclusion: It was the same mode of calculation that the Muslim expert on
calculations, Dr.Khalid Shaukat, had used to offer his positive opinion which
lends support to the proof of Shari’ah whereas on the basis of the same
calculations Professor Bernard Yelop (who is affiliated by lineage and ideology to the
famous Rabbi, Halel II 358 CE) and certain of his so-called Muslim followers offer a
negative opinion which refutes the evidence of Shari’ah.

The Research of a Muslim Astronomer, A.H. Sultan
The Observatory, 127, No. 1, 53-59/February 2007/The Observatory, 127, No 1, 53-59/February 2007

FIRST VISIBILITY OF THE LUNAR CRESCENT: BEYOND DANJON’S LIMIT
- By A. H. Sultan

Physics Department, Sana’a University, Yemen
"Many methods for predicting lunar first visibility have been proposed
throught history and new models are still being developed. All these models
have to be compared with theblished observations to test...We find that lunar
crescent may be seen with a suitable telescopic magnification and ideal local
conditions when the Moon is about 5° from the Sun. Consequently, the thin
lunar crescent may be seen in a telescope even at` ``new Moon `` when the
Moon is at its greatest`` inclination`` .
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